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Decades of assessment center (AC) research has resulted in an inevitable “validity 
ceiling” whereby increasing the validity of the AC method is becoming increasingly 
difficult. To overcome this challenge, new avenues for collecting and evaluating AC 
participant behaviors must be explored, with a particular focus on overcoming the 
inherent limitations of human observation—a hallmark of the AC method. This study 
examines detailed logs of AC participant behaviors captured automatically and 
unobtrusively during a computer-based simulation assessment. Using a decision 
making framework, basic characteristics of the new behavioral data are tested against 
existing theories of decisional efficacy. The construct-related validity of the new 
decision-related behavioral data is examined through the effect of decisional efficacy 
on overall assessor ratings of simulation performance. Results provide support for the 
validity of these new behaviors containing information related to decisional processes. 
Additionally, multiple types of cluster analysis are considered in order to identify 
general patterns within the decisional process data that impact overall simulation 
performance as rated by assessors. Depending on the method used, either a 7-group, 3-
viii 
group, or 2-group solution seemed to fit the data, and both the 7-group and 3-group 
solution identified groups with mean differences in assessor ratings, suggesting that 
despite not finding distinct, stable groups, patterns in behavioral data are related to 
simulation performance. Furthermore, clusters identified in all analyses seem to be 
driven by both time-related characteristics of decisional process steps and patterns 
related to how time is distributed among multiple tasks within the simulation. 











The assessment center (AC) method has become an integral part of 
organizational success, and it has a rich application history while also spawning entire 
streams of research (e.g., Hoffman, Kennedy, LoPilato, Monahan, & Lance, 2015; 
Kuncel and Sackett, 2014; Lievens, Schollaert, & Keen, 2015). With origins dating 
back to the early 1900s, the method was brought to the US as a reliable way for the 
OSS (now the CIA) to select individuals serving in some of the most dangerous and 
critical roles during World War II (MacKinnon, 1958). It was quickly adopted by 
organizations as an effective tool for evaluating and selecting key employees (Bray & 
Grant, 1966). As a result of its usefulness within the workplace, over the course of 
several decades the AC method has been broadened to include other relevant 
organizational domains such as the diagnosis of training needs and employee 
development (Thornton & Rupp, 2006). This broad reach has firmly anchored the 
method to organizational research. Yet after decades of AC validity research, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to derive any additional, incremental validity 
improvements from the method. In order to overcome this “validity ceiling,” AC 
research will need to move beyond traditional assessor ratings and embrace some of the 
new behavioral data sources afforded by technology being used in many modern 
assessment centers. 
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 Although technology seems relatively prevalent among ACs worldwide, the AC 
method in general has been somewhat slow in adopting it. Initially, the application of 
technology was limited to assisting assessors in a basic way (Reynolds & Rupp 2010; 
Rupp, Gibbons, & Snyder, 2008). For example, participants might be video recorded 
during a role-play, allowing for later viewing by assessors, or assessors might use an 
electronic database to enter and store ratings instead of hand writing them. More 
recently, technology has begun to play a more central role for the AC participant 
(Hughes, Riley, Shalfrooshan, Gibbons, & Thornton, 2012). For example, the 
traditional, paper memo based “in-basket” exercise has become a computer/email 
based “inbox” exercise. These participant-facing changes reflect the ubiquity of 
technology in almost every type of job and allow AC exercises to maintain their high 
fidelity by accurately recreating how people work. 
 Despite the shift to more electronically-delivered AC exercise content, the AC 
method of collecting behavioral observations has not changed (Guidelines and Ethical 
Considerations for Assessment Center Operations, 2015). At its core, the AC method 
still mandates that assessors observe, record, classify, and rate participant behaviors. 
However, this traditional focus on human observation neglects new sources of 
behavioral data that could be captured within the computer-based environments of 
many modern ACs. For example, during a computer-based inbox exercise, it is possible 
to automatically capture all interactions between the participant and the computer (e.g., 
typing, opening/closing files) and generate highly detailed behavioral logs. While these 
detailed logs would be overwhelming in their raw form, they contain information about 
a participant’s working style that likely influenced his or her performance during the 
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assessment. Importantly, the ability to automatically identify meaningful patterns 
within these raw behaviors without further burdening assessors is an important first 
step in evaluating their usefulness. It is followed closely by demonstrating a link 
between these behavioral patterns and the existing rating system used by ACs (i.e., 
assessor ratings). Both of these steps are a focus of the current study. 
The inclusion of highly detailed behavior logs differs from the typical approach 
for rating AC exercise performance, which tends to weight what ultimately occurs (i.e., 
things assessors can easily observe) more heavily than processes leading up to such 
occurrences. If a participant has to give performance feedback to a subordinate during a 
role-play, assessors will usually focus on behaviors that occur during the role-play and 
ignore anything leading up to that feedback meeting. Similarly, a common assessment 
method for virtual assessments involves reviewing a final written product (such as an 
email from a participant) for indicators of behaviors that must have occurred prior to 
completing the task—generally with no direct observation of those behaviors. There 
are exceptions, such as any behaviors indicative of planning or organizational skills 
that may be exhibited by the participant at any point during an exercise, but the 
traditional AC method still relies on the assumption that such behaviors are 
consistently observable by an assessor. This study takes the position that these often 
neglected behaviors are present, have meaning, are difficult for humans to observe 
(especially when they stem primarily from participants interacting with a computer), 
and are rapidly becoming one of the few unexplored avenues for improving the AC 
method. In essence, this study broadens the AC focus to include not only outcomes, but 
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additional, individual (i.e., person-centric) processes that likely influenced those 
outcomes. 
Several areas of psychology have had recent success with similar person-centric 
approaches (e.g., Ahola, Hakanen, Perhoniemi, & Mutanen, 2014; Judge, Simon, 
Hurst, & Kelly, 2014; Jung & Wickrama, 2008; Petrill, Logan, Hart, McLoughlin, 
Kovas, & Thompson, 2016; Woo and Allen, 2013). For example, Woo and Allen 
(2013) broaden the typical view of turnover by combining unique patterns of 
psychological and behavioral experiences among employees with more traditional 
turnover-related measures. As a result, instead of simply grouping employees by 
something like “withdrawal,” subgroups were identified that appear to result in similar, 
“classic” withdrawal behaviors, but with different mechanisms driving what lead to 
those behaviors, and a better understanding of when and why an employee might 
actually leave an organization. 
These types of novel insights make the person-centric approach appealing, but 
also carry some barriers to the application of new behavioral data sources within ACs. 
As noted by Woo and Allen (2013), the lack of an existing behavioral framework 
makes it difficult to interpret results. The current study is likely to face similar 
challenges while examining the relationship between new types of behavioral data and 
current AC performance metrics. However, Woo and Allen also highlight the potential 
to significantly advance the field by developing and testing new theories based on new 
types of data. In other words, expanding the traditional focus from “what can we see” 
to “what can we see and what is lying just beneath the surface” involves stepping back 
from many contemporary psychological methods and taking alternative, data-driven 
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approaches. For this study, an “abductive” approach (described below) is used to help 
interpret results and also to determine critical next steps. 
Abduction lies somewhere between the more familiar deductive and inductive 
processes. It is “the act of proposing speculative—but plausible—conjectures about the 
nature of a phenomenon, and hence what kinds of evidence might increase the 
prospects of further insight into it” (Folger and Stein, in press, p. 5). As presented in 
Folger & Stein’s in press article, abduction starts with an effect, and ends with a 
tentative conclusion about a possible cause, and it takes on the following form  
[summarized by Peirce (1903/1955; cf. Hanson, 1958)]: 
 
 
The surprising fact, C, is observed; 
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course; 
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true. 
 
 
Therefore, although this study does make some general, deductive propositions 
initially, the degree of detail with which the data is ultimately examined—combined 
with the novel nature of the data—does require some reasonable abductive speculation. 
As further evidence supporting the non-traditional approach used in this study, 
other researchers have noted the need for more exploratory research and inductive 
theory building in general, which is more common in medical and natural sciences 
(Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013; Barkema, Chen, George, Luo, Tsui, 2015; Colquitt & 
Zapata-Phelan, 2007; Hambrick, 2007; Locke, 2007; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; 
Spector and Pindek, 2016). Although the volume and detail of the behavioral data 
being examined in this study is not typically seen in person-centric organizational 
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research, it is becoming more common in general (Gerard, Haas, & Pentland, 2014) as 
technology enables access to massive archives of behavioral data (e.g., Eichstaedt, 
Schwartz, Kern, Park, Labarthe, Merchant, et al., 2015). To make sense of such 
detailed data at an individual level, it will be necessary to explore relationships with 
existing theories while simultaneously building new theories around what drives (or 
suppresses) those relationships. One of my goals, therefore, is to examine potential 
applications of (automatically) passively captured behavioral data to organizational 
research, and to establish methods and criteria for moving additional research forward.  
 This study presents a method for capturing and analyzing new types of 
behavioral data within a virtual (or computer based) assessment, and proposes a 
framework for interpreting findings. I will cover four general areas. First, I will briefly 
review the AC method, and then outline the general technology trend within ACs and 
identify new types of behavioral data that can be captured based on those trends, with a 
focus on highly detailed behavior logs. Second, I will provide a rational for the 
expected variations in participant behaviors, including how those variations are driven 
by mechanisms that are inherently related to existing performance measures within an 
AC context. Third, using a construct-related validity approach, I will compare 
information gained from analyzing new behaviors to existing measures of performance 
within an assessment center simulation (i.e., assessor ratings). Finally, I will lay the 
groundwork for additional, targeted research utilizing the methods I have developed to 
further refine AC design, behavior collection, and behavioral rating within an AC in 
the interest of ultimately providing a new source of incremental validity for the AC 
method. 
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The AC Method and Current Technology Trends 
The technology used in this study is not being proposed as an addition to 
existing ACs (though it obviously could be). In fact, it is quite the opposite. The 
technology this study uses already exists in many ACs—particularly the growing class 
of “virtual assessment centers” whereby the entirety of the AC takes place on a 
computer. While it could be argued that virtual assessment centers already push the 
threshold of the AC method, it is undeniable that many such virtual assessments are 
currently in use, and still other more “traditional” assessment centers are relying 
heavily on virtual components. 
During an assessment center, participants engage in several high-fidelity, 
workplace-relevant simulations (“exercises”) that require complex clusters of 
knowledge, skills, and abilities that are also needed for success in the workplace. 
During the exercises, trained assessors observe and record any relevant candidate 
behavior. These behaviors are grouped into behavioral constructs (e.g., Planning and 
Organizing, Communication) that have been deemed important for job success, and 
they are evaluated for proficiency (Guidelines, 2014; Thornton & Rupp, 2006). ACs 
are unique in the assessment world because they are so dynamic. Instead of moving 
from test to test where only one skill is assessed at a time, within ACs various skills 
and behavioral constructs are required simultaneously, just as they would be in the real 
world. Because an array of different behaviors can be evoked during an AC exercise 
(Thornton & Mueller-Hanson, 2004; Lievens & Schollaert, 2011), proficiency with 
different combinations of behavioral constructs are necessary for success (Lievens, 
Chasteen, Day, & Christiansen, 2006). 
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Essentially, the AC method can be thought of as a “high resolution” assessment 
system. In other words, within assessment centers, assessors are able to differentiate 
high-performing candidates due to the high fidelity of the simulations and the large 
amount of behavioral data captured in the process. This method is in contrast to other 
methods (e.g., situational judgment tests, structured interviews, paper-and-pencil tests) 
that may be cheaper, faster, or easier to implement, but do not contextualize challenges 
or necessarily provide a reasonable amount of performance variance, predictive 
validity, or face validity for higher-level candidates. 
Managerial assessment centers are often designed to simulate a “day-in-the-
life” of a typical manager. That is, exercises are not presented to participants as discreet 
events or tasks, but are instead woven together in a more natural way that reflects the 
dynamic nature of the typical workday. This type of assessment not only results in 
ratings with high levels of predictive validity (e.g., Dilchert & Ones, 2009), but also 
achieves high levels of face validity and generally favorable reactions among 
participants due to the accurate representation of a typical work day (Thornton & Rupp, 
2006). While the basic design and implementation of managerial assessment centers 
has not changed much since the 1950s, there has been a slow but steady evolution 
around the use of technology. The push—or pull, depending on how you look at it—for 
incorporating new technology has come from three general areas: aiding assessors, an 
increased use of technology on the job, and cost.  
Initial technology use within ACs was focused primarily on aiding assessors 
(Reynolds and Rupp, 2010; Rupp et al., 2008). One of the earliest adoptions was the 
use of audio and video recordings during AC exercises. By recording a participant 
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during a live role-play exercise (for example, a mock interview), assessors were able to 
review recordings for any important behaviors that may have been missed. This 
process took some of the pressure off of observing participants live, helped improve 
the accuracy of observations, and also allowed for archiving exercise performance (to 
be used for assessor training, for example). Naturally, as computers and other 
electronic devices became common, assessors were able to use them for note taking, 
scoring, integrating ratings, and similar functions, all of which helped increase the 
ease, speed, and accuracy of conducting an assessment center. 
Eventually, incorporating technology moved beyond aiding assessors. Because 
day-in-the-life ACs are designed to accurately reflect a typical work day, as new 
technology is introduced into day-to-day work activities, the design of AC exercises 
should change to match. The classic example of technology changing how work is 
conducted is the shift from paper memo and phone based communication to electronic, 
text-based communication like email. Within ACs, this shift is reflected in the move 
from the traditional paper and pencil based “in-basket” exercise to the computer based 
“inbox” exercise. Both exercises achieve the same basic goal: participants receive 
correspondence from several people and need to do something to address various 
issues. The primary difference is the medium in which participants interact with these 
stimuli. Beyond the inbox, many participant-facing technological changes within AC 
exercises have involved moving simulation elements to electronic formats and housing 
them on computers, which reflects the significant increase in computer use by 
managers across virtually every industry. 
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The final element that has been driving technology use in assessment centers is 
cost. Historically, the cost surrounding the development and implementation of an AC 
was substantial. In 2005, the Corporate Leadership Council reported that ACs could 
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars to develop and several thousands of dollars per 
participant to operate. While development costs can vary wildly for a number of 
reasons, the operational cost breakdown is fairly straightforward. Traditionally, an 
assessment center requires participants and assessors to be in the same place at the 
same time (i.e., travel, lodging), dedicated space is needed, and any pertinent 
equipment must be available. Furthermore, the time it takes a participant to complete a 
single AC can be up to two or three days, and to maintain the appropriate ratio of 
assessors to participants during an assessment, only a few participants can be actively 
engaged in the AC at any given time. Once the potential cost savings of moving 
assessment centers to computer-based virtual environments is considered (e.g., reduced 
or no travel, minimum space requirements, increased capacity, easier customization) 
and combined with the fact that many work tasks now take place exclusively in virtual 
environments, it is only natural that both organizations using ACs and vendors 
providing ACs would push for increased virtualization. 
New Sources of Data 
Despite the trend of moving AC elements to virtual- or computer-based 
environments, very little work has examined new types of data afforded by such 
environments (see Figure 1). In other words, although the AC method has finally begun 
to allow technology to permeate most aspects of it, there has been little consideration 
within managerial AC research of how the technology itself might allow the AC 
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method to evolve. For example, any interactions between an AC participant and the 
computer being used for the assessment can be automatically logged with an extremely 
high degree of accuracy and detail. If a specific document is opened and read during 
the course of the AC, the time it was opened, the time it was closed, how much time 
was spent with it, how much time was spent on specific pages, what the participant was 
doing before, and what the participant did afterwards, can all be logged automatically. 
Unfortunately, methods for examining or interpreting such a detailed level of 
participant behavior does not currently exist within ACs, primarily because assessors 
are simply not capable of recording it.  
Therefore, the type of behavioral record used in this study ultimately plucks a 
somewhat sensitive string in the broader field of psychology. An automatically 
generated behavioral log provides purely objective data. This is in contrast to typical 
measurements in the psychological sciences—including the assessor ratings of 
participant performance used in this study—which are at least somewhat subjective. 
While such subjectivity would seem to be a potential barrier to validity, within AC 
method research, substantial effort has been taken to make subjective ratings mimic 
objectivity. For example, assessors are trained (extensively) to accurately and reliably 
record, classify, and rate behaviors that are related to various underlying constructs. In 
doing so, they are able to support a subjective determination about construct 
proficiency based on objective information. However, despite rigorous training, 
repeated exposure to benchmarks, and other methods that address potential threats to 
AC validity, a participant’s score is determined on the basis of a human’s interpretation 
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of data that was collected by human observation—both of which allow for at least 
some degree of subjectivity to intervene. 
Several other related fields (e.g., economics, computer science) as well as many 
organizations (e.g., Amazon, Facebook) are already taking advantage of passively 
captured, objective behavioral data, which despite being based in human behavior, is 
often not being analyzed by psychologists (Chen, Mao, Zhang, & Leung, 2014; 
Manyika, Chui, Brown, Bughin, Dobbs, Roxburgh, & Byers, 2011). This is perhaps 
most alarming in light of the understanding that the field of Psychology is built on the 
fundamental fact that all mental states are followed by bodily activity of some sort, 
even if such activity is imperceptible to the human eye. Essentially, “all states of mind 
are motor in their consequences” (James, 1892, p.5). Yet even with significant 
advances over the last 124 years in our ability to objectively detect these motor 
responses to psychological states, psychologists struggle to develop practical methods 
that would make them the standard of data collection. The result is a profound gap 
between robust psychological theories of human behavior and the abundance of related 
behavioral data that could be captured. 
Addressing Resistance to Unproven Methods 
The apparent lack of interest among AC researchers into the types of detailed 
behaviors analyzed in this study is not without merit. Since the inception of the AC 
method, assessors have been the engine that makes the method work. Currently, all 
information about participant behaviors within an assessment center comes from 
assessors. Decades of research and refinement, both within ACs specifically as well as 
in other areas of psychology, have resulted in high levels of validity for the AC 
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assessor observation/rating system. In particular, ample work has been conducted in the 
areas of assessor training and calibration, particularly in relation to rating bias (e.g., 
Lievens, 2001; Schleicher, Dat, Mayes, Riggio, 2002), to ensure not only that assessors 
pay attention to the most relevant and important behaviors, but also that there is 
consistent agreement as to what level of performance the behaviors represent. Given 
that assessors are already dealing with a staggering volume of information (Lievens, 
2002; Lievens & Klimoski, 2001), simply adding more data with limited understanding 
of its overall impact would seem to be of little value. 
The resulting stalemate between the burden already placed on assessors and 
uncertainty over the value of examining additional participant behaviors has 
maintained the status quo for the past several years. That is not to say critical steps 
toward better ACs have not been taken. Substantial AC research has resulted in several 
important advancements in exercise design (e.g., Trait Activation Theory; Tett & 
Guterman, 2000; Lievens, 2009; Lievens, De Koster, & Schollaert, 2008), 
understanding and controlling bias (e.g. Gaugler, Rosenthal, & Thornton, 1987; Lance, 
Hoffman, Gentry, & Baranik, 2008; McDermott, Watkins, & Rhoad, 2014; Thornton & 
Rupp, 2006), training (e.g., Lievens, 2001; Schleicher et al., 2002), score consensus 
and integration (e.g, Ganzach, Kluger, and Klayman, 2000), and exercise vs. dimension 
performance (e.g., Kuncel & Sackett, 2014; Sackett & Dreher, 1982; Meriac, Hoffman, 
Woehr, & Fleisher, 2008). All of these examples have made important contributions to 
improving the AC method and increasing measurement and prediction accuracy. 
However, a basic principle cannot be ignored: if behavioral observations within 
assessment centers are limited by the observational ability of human assessors, then 
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eventually our capacity to improve the AC method will also be limited. Given the ever 
increasing number of additional behaviors that could be captured within ACs (e.g., 
highly detailed behavior logs), combined with advances in automatic processing of 
large volumes of data (e.g., machine learning, Simon, 2013), it is necessary to take the 
first step toward including new types and sources of data and determine which AC 
relevant constructs may be driving differences in detailed, objective participant 
behaviors to which assessors have previously been blind.  
For the purposes of this study, I focus on detailed behavioral logs captured 
during a computer-based inbox exercise. I chose to focus on the inbox exercise for 
several reasons. First, moving beyond human behavioral observations to automatically 
logged behaviors can result in a prohibitive escalation of the volume of data being 
analyzed. While it is currently unclear exactly what level of behavioral detail is most 
appropriate for ACs (e.g., minutes, seconds, milliseconds), keeping the focus narrowed 
down to a single AC exercise allows for a large amount of data to be collected without 
becoming overwhelming. Second, roughly 42% of the operational ACs worldwide 
contain at least one inbox exercise (Hughes et al. 2012). Combined with the 57% of 
ACs currently using technology and the 18-30% expecting to implement new 
technology soon (as of 2012), the inbox focus allows for a high level of impact among 
ACs in general. Third, of several potential AC exercises, the inbox is one of the few 
that is not only highly reflective of a typical managerial environment, but it can be 
housed completely in a virtual platform (i.e., nothing is needed outside of what is 
available on a computer). Because the overwhelming majority of behaviors within a 
computer based inbox would occur on the computer, the largest number of potentially 
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relevant behaviors can be captured automatically and stored as detailed behavioral logs. 
Fourth, although inbox exercises can involve live interactions, they can also be entirely 
automated, only requiring assessor ratings once the participant has completed the 
exercise. This automation makes the inbox ideal for incorporating additional automatic 
measurements and calculations, as there would be very few changes in the deployment 
of the exercise and no changes to the participant or assessor experience. 
Considering Behavioral Data Without Assessor Input 
 When behaviors are automatically logged and analyzed without first being 
reviewed by an assessor, there is the potential for a certain amount of information to be 
lost. Specifically, while discreet behaviors can be easily logged, the context of the 
behavior can sometimes be absent. For example, consider an AC participant working 
through a computer based inbox exercise (see Figure 2). At some point during the 
exercise, the participant (a) accesses the simulated inbox, sees a new email has arrived, 
and (b) opens the email. This particular email presents the participant with a task that 
requires information contained in one of the exercise documents in order to respond 
effectively. The participant then (c) accesses a specific document within the virtual 
environment that contains the needed information, and (d) responds to the email while 
(e) appropriately using the information he or she just accessed. Four of these actions (a, 
b, c, d) represent a discrete behavior that can be logged automatically, but without 
additional observation, little else is known beyond the fact that the behavior occurred. 
In other words, logs will exist for what documents were accessed, total time spent on 
them, when a reply email was started, how long it took to write, and when it was sent 
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(among other things), but there is no information about the content of that participant-
generated email1. 
 The loss of this particular type of information invites the question of exactly 
how important that information is compared to the discrete behaviors. Obviously, in 
the traditional rating sense, it is the most important information. In an inbox exercise, 
the content (what is contained) and context (what was the purpose) of emails generated 
by a participant is what is reviewed and rated by assessors to determine performance. 
However, there is not always as much contextual loss as one might assume. Consider 
the previous example of working through a specific inbox task. Several of the discrete 
behaviors automatically have a context associated with them, and some do not require 
additional information to determine the context. First, going to the simulation inbox 
does not need any additional context beyond the behavior itself. The act of going to the 
inbox is the context. Second, the email a participant opens contains information that is 
already known by whomever created the simulation. Specific emails are designed to 
cue specific behaviors, so in that sense, knowing what email is being read at any given 
time provides a context for proceeding behavior to occur. The same logic can be 
applied to other information to which participants have access during the inbox, such 
as any documents the participant is provided and expected to use. Knowing what 
specific simulation document is accessed (or not) also carries contextual information 
since each document was designed to deliver specific information to the participant. 
                                                 
1 Although not the focus of this study, software does currently exist that can provide additional 
information regarding the content of text based qualitative data—Computer Aided Qualitative Data 
Analysis Software (CAQDAS)—which is becoming more common and has seen significant advances 
over the last several years. 
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 While assessors are still blind to the content of a participant’s reply before it is 
read, small pieces of important behavioral information can be found within the 
automatically captured, discrete behaviors. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3, if 
information from a specific document is needed to most appropriately respond to a 
particular email in an inbox exercise (Path A), but that document is not accessed by the 
participant prior to sending the response (Path B), the participant cannot possibly have 
responded to the cue in the most appropriate way. In other words, the participant could 
not have utilized needed information if it was never accessed. Obviously one should 
not assume certain information was used or is included in the participant’s response 
simply because the document was accessed, but if a participant did not access the 
document, information it contained cannot have been used. Furthermore, if a 
participant accessed the document, but did not spend enough time with it to possibly 
have read anything, the same conclusion can be made. It is important not to 
overgeneralize what can be derived from examining this one particular pattern. 
Combinations of behaviors from various behavioral dimensions all contribute to 
performance on a particular task. Excluding one piece of information from a response 
could have very little bearing on a participant’s overall performance on that task. 
Regardless, it is possible to garner that one, very small piece of performance related 
information automatically. And when this specific process is expanded to various 
behavior combinations across the entire exercise, these very small pieces of 
information begin to add up to something more substantial. 
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Identifying Meaningful Behavioral Patterns: Applying Process Tracing  
to Virtual Assessments 
 At this point, it may be useful to briefly step back and consider the nature of the 
data collection method being used in this study, and where that method fits into the 
broader research agenda. Essentially, because the focal simulation occurs on a 
computer, it is possible to automatically record all interactions between the participant 
and the computer for the entire simulation. When compared to the type of behavioral 
data that is typically collected in similar virtual assessments, the behavioral logs used 
in this study not only capture outcomes (i.e., the things that are rated by assessors), but 
also the process that lead to those outcomes. This method is known as process tracing 
and will be discussed in more detail below. From a practical standpoint, however, it 
would not be useful to examine each process, for each task, of each participant. Such a 
method would be more along the lines of a clinical approach to AC behavior analysis, 
which is not the goal of this study. Instead, a more general approach is used, whereby 
patterns found in detailed behavioral logs can be considered to contain information that 
describes a participant’s general process for handling assessment tasks—or in essence, 
the participant’s problem solving/decision making process. 
Process Tracing and Decision Making 
Decision making is widely acknowledged as being of central importance in all 
managerial jobs, and, as an extension, assessment center performance (Arthur, Day, 
McNelly, & Edens, 2003; Povah & Thornton, 2011). Interestingly, there exist 
similarities between common AC performance evaluation methods and early decisional 
research. Initial exploration into judgment and decision-making examined decisional 
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outputs by manipulating various inputs (i.e., the information that is presented to people; 
e.g., Farr, 1973). For example, researchers have examined the effect of input order 
(e.g., Rowe, 1967), input valence (favorable or unfavorable; e.g., Miller & Rowe, 
1967), and input variety (e.g., Rigney & DeBow, 1967) on decisional outputs. This 
method of decisional research falls under the category of policy capturing, which 
allows researchers to draw conclusions about what inputs individuals focus on (i.e., 
information cues) as well as the weights placed on these inputs when arriving at a 
decision. 
The policy capturing method is similar to how many current computer-based 
ACs evaluate behaviors. That is, there is a very basic comparison of inputs (both 
“cues” and any information made available to participants) to outputs (behaviors, like 
the content of an email, report, or presentation). In many virtual environments like a 
computer-based inbox, assessors sometimes have to infer what behaviors a participant 
engaged in based on the content of a single email (i.e., the output). For some behavioral 
constructs (“Communication,” for example), little else matters beyond the words 
contained in such an email. The ability to communicate clearly supersedes 
communicating accurate information. Conversely, other common behavioral constructs 
like “Planning and Organizing” are not as well represented in an email. Assessors 
essentially have to make assumptions about construct-related behaviors that were likely 
to have occurred based on email content, and then rate the assumed behaviors for 
efficacy—which is effectively a policy capturing approach. 
But even early decision researchers recognized the fact that the complexities of 
human decision making can never be fully understood by simply relating inputs to 
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outputs (e.g., Payne, Braunstein, & Carol, 1978; Svenson, 1979). In the same vein, 
using such evaluative methods within ACs loses potentially critical behavioral 
information. Fortunately, any behaviors included in detailed behavioral logs that might 
be representative of the decision process have the potential to serve as “tracers” that 
would allow a participant’s general thought process to be examined alongside actual 
outcomes judged by assessors. Examining these small pieces of information essentially 
describes the process tracing method (Beach & Pederson, 2013; Bennett & Checkel, 
2014), which involves tracing causal mechanisms to scientifically examine complex 
systems that produce outcomes through the interaction of several parts (Glennan, 
1996). The method is common in current decision making research (Beach & Pedersen, 
2013), and at its core simply involves capturing as much behavioral data as possible 
during a particular process (Svenson, 1979). Applying process tracing to virtual 
assessments through automatic behavior logs would therefore allow for more 
sophisticated behavioral analysis in ACs in the same way it does in advanced decision 
making research. 
Steps in the Decisional Process 
Some of the data analysis methods used in this study fall into the realm of 
“exploration”; however, interpretation of results is aided by an overall framework of 
how the behaviors used in this study are related to decisional processes, and in turn to 
more traditional behaviors that are rated by assessors to derive AC dimension scores—
the deductive portion of this study. It is therefore necessary to first outline a specific 
“decisional process,” then link study-specific behaviors to that process. Arthur et al. 
(2003), in their meta-analysis, described decision making as consisting of the following 
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behaviors: gathering information, understanding relevant technical and processional 
information, effectively analyzing data and information, generating viable options, 
ideas, and solutions, using available resources in new ways, and generating and 
recognizing imaginative solutions. This description of decision making has been seen 
in other meta-analysis (e.g., Borman & Brush, 1993) and is also reflected in the 
descriptions of decision making from the Occupational Information Network (O*NET, 
developed under the sponsorship of the US Department of Labor/Employment and 
Training Administration). 
Several similar models of decision making exist in other literatures, generally 
containing the basic elements of problem identification, information gathering, solution 
generation, solution evaluation, and solution implementation (e.g., Newell & Simon, 
1972; Saaty, 1974; Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976; Shrivastava & Grant, 
1985; Nezu & Nezu, 1995). Furthermore, parallel models exist in the computer science 
literature that have been used in guiding artificial intelligence programs designed to 
mimic human decision making (e.g., Koldner, Simpson, & Sycara-Cryanski, 1985; 
Allen, Blaylock, & Ferguson 2002). Together, these literatures suggest that decision 
making involves the following steps: (1) identifying problems, (2) determining relative 
importance of problems, (3) seeking out information to understand or solve the 
problem, (4) generating solutions to the problem, (5) weighing outcomes of 
implementing various solutions, and (6) implementing a solution to the problem. 
As shown in Table 1, the behaviors being examined in this study correspond to 
these steps. Steps 1 and 2 are best represented by behaviors related to the emails 
received by participants during the simulation that present them with a task or problem 
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(“cue” emails). Step 3 is best captured through interaction with simulation resources. In 
virtual assessments, like the one used in this study, information is typically presented to 
participants in the form of organizational documents (PDFs) that can be accessed 
during the simulation. Step 4 and 5 are more difficult to capture, as they can occur 
entirely within the mind of the participant, and may or may not have any outward 
indicators. It is likely, however, that a pattern of behaviors may indicate actively being 
in Step 4 or 5, but it would be difficult to determine exactly what that would look like, 
or if there is a consistent way it would emerge in the behaviors captured for this study. 
Step 6, however, would be clearly present as any behaviors associated with an email 
response, which is the primary form of communication in this and other similar virtual 
simulations, and therefore the platform through which participants make a final 
decision. Therefore, three general steps should be present in the detailed behavioral 
data used in this study: (1) initial problem identification, (2) information search and 
processing, and (3) making a decision by responding to the problem through email. 
Specifically, this study will look for any indicators of overall decisional efficacy that 
can be gleaned from the detailed behavior logs captured during the simulation. 
Behavioral Patterns Related to Decisional Efficacy 
Effective decisions are usually considered those that lead to the best 
outcomes—the assumption being that an effective decisional process allows for the 
selection of the best course of action. However, being an effective decision maker does 
not necessarily mean every decision will lead to the best (or even a good) outcome. In 
many real-world scenarios, there is often an element of chance, a lack of critical 
information, an extreme time pressure, or some other element that forces decision 
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makers to adjust their decisional process to match the situation. In these cases, 
decisional efficacy is better demonstrated by a balance between elements of the 
decisional process and environmental constraints. For example, if a particular situation 
is novel, has potentially serious consequences, and there is no time pressure, it may be 
appropriate to spend a significant amount of time reviewing any available information 
and considering a large number possible solutions prior to making a decision. On the 
other hand, a similar situation with a substantial time pressure would best be served by 
a decisional process that allows for processing as much critical information as possible 
while still leaving an appropriate amount of time to consider a more limited number of 
potential solutions and ultimately implement one of them. The general idea is that 
various environmental characteristics can strain the “ideal” decisional process and 
force participants to compensate (i.e., keeping the decisional process as close to an 
ideal as possible) by drawing on certain skills related to decisional steps. One of the 
implicit assumptions of this study is that participants should vary in their ability to do 
this. 
Decision making scholars have often studied such variations in decisional 
processes by comparing those with ample experience and a proven track record of 
success (i.e., experts) and those with little to no experience or exposure (i.e., novices; 
Klein, 1997). For example, people tend to immediately adopt general information 
search patterns when confronted with a problem to be solved (Ford, Schmitt, 
Schechtman, Hilts, & Doherty, 1989). In general, proficient decision making is 
associated with being more targeted with information searches related to that problem. 
This targeting ability stems mainly from the decision maker having an existing 
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knowledge structure related to the particular problem, and therefore having a general 
idea of what information gaps need to be filled prior to making a decision.  
In contrast, an individual that is unable to demonstrate this type of decisional 
proficiency likely does not have the advantage of an existing knowledge structure. 
Such an individual has to make sense of information by comparing it to other 
information within the same context (Walsh, 1995), or in the case of this study, he or 
she has to determine the relevance and intent of all simulation information with no 
external guide. This process often results in very broad searches and effectively causes 
someone to lag in the early stages of the decisional process. For example, if a novice 
selects a particular simulation document to begin an information search, and that 
document contains the piece of critical information necessary to take action, the novice 
is not necessarily able to recognize that it is the only or most appropriate piece of 
information needed. The only way for that to occur is through an exhaustive search of 
other available information. 
Relying on broad information searches is not detrimental per se. In cases where 
someone is completely unfamiliar with something that is critical for making a decision, 
a broad information search is appropriate; however, due to the additional time and 
energy that must be expended it is fundamentally less effective because it restricts the 
decision maker’s ability to meet situational demands (like time constraints). A 
maximally effective decision maker can examine a piece of information, link it with a 
similar past experience, and immediately make sense of it in order to take the next step 
(e.g., get additional information, apply current knowledge, defer to someone else; 
Galambos, Abelson, and Black, 1986; Hayes-Roth, 1977). When more  
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decisionally-effective participants are presented with a task during the simulation, it is 
likely they will have an idea of what kind of information they need, know roughly 
where to find it, and immediately recognize it once they see it, all of which results in a 
more effective decisional process.  
 Beyond search patterns or overall search volume, decision making researchers 
have also noted the impact of information processing time on overall decisional 
efficacy. In general, the less time one spends accurately processing information, the 
more time one can spend on other parts of the decisional process. With no time 
constraint, this aspect of the decisional process becomes less relevant. But in an AC, 
there is a clear need to balance available time across several tasks, and efficiently 
processing information is vital for this to be done effectively. Generally speaking, 
people are able to process information more quickly and retain it more efficiently when 
they are familiar with it (Chase & Simon, 1973; Larkin et al., 1980; Simon, 1974). 
From a decisional process perspective, this benefit allows some participants to 
demonstrate a more effective decisional process despite time constraints. While 
behaviorally it could be difficult to differentiate efficient and effective processing from 
a less effective truncation—for example, just giving up and moving to the next phase 
of the decisional process—overall, effective decision makers should display relatively 
consistent behavior (i.e., a consistent decisional process) across all tasks. 
 When taken together, a clear association begins to emerge between decisional 
efficacy and outcomes of the process. For example, Kirschenbaum (1992) compared 
the behavior of experts and novices in evaluating an ambiguous situation and 
recommending a course of action. Experts demonstrated a more effective decisional 
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process in that they were able to make better decisions more quickly with less 
information. These results were primarily related to the experts knowing where to look 
and what to pay attention to by drawing from past experience. However, they were also 
related to a fundamental ability to recognize, process, and retain information more 
quickly when it is familiar. In this study, I expect individuals to differ from each other 
in terms of such information search patterns as well as time spent with information, and 
I expect such differences to be related to overall simulation performance as determined 
by assessor ratings. In other words, more proficient decision makers will have higher 
dimension scores because dimension scores are assumed to be due, at least in part, to a 
combination of two critical components of the decision process: knowing what to do, 
and doing it well. In addition, the overall decisional efficacy from both targeted 
searching and increased processing speed allows more time to be spent actually 
addressing the focal issue. This includes simply being able to think about multiple 
possible approaches and selecting the best course of action. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that anyone who is able to efficiently move through the decisional process 
has been able to allocate what he or she feels is the most appropriate amount of time 
with each portion to make the best decision. Conversely, any indication of a disruption 
during one or more decisional steps is likely to have a cascading effect down the entire 
decisional process. If disruptions to the decisional process occur frequently enough 
over the course of the simulation, they should have a negative impact on simulation 
performance. 
In the current study, participants are put in a relatively unfamiliar context (i.e., a 
new role at a new organization), given a constant stream of tasks to complete and 
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situations to address, and given an obvious time constraint. In this case, effective 
decision makers are those who, at a minimum, effectively and efficiently move through 
the decisional process for each task/situation. Behaviorally, this efficacy will be 
reflected in both displaying specific, critical behaviors (e.g., accessing a needed 
document, targeted information searches) as well as the duration of decisional  
behaviors (e.g., time with a document, time reading/composing emails). 
 
 
H1: There will be a negative relationship between the variety of 
information accessed during the simulation and performance.  
H2: There will be a negative relationship between the time spent  
with simulation information and performance. 
 
 
Indicators of Task Engagement: Multi-Tasking and Task Dispersion 
While variations in information search and processing patterns can help identify 
disruptions in the decision making process, there are also fundamental differences in 
general working style that can impact performance regardless of more general 
indicators of decisional efficiency like total time with information. For example, rapid 
task switching or “multi-tasking” is known to impact performance2 (Monsell, 2003; 
Zijlstra, Roe, Leonova, & Krediet, 1999). While the specific mechanisms responsible 
for the performance impact of task switching are beyond the scope of the current study 
                                                 
2 Salvucci, Taatgen, and Borst (2009) identified a distinction in the task switching research between 
rapidly alternating between two behaviors (“concurrent”, e.g., driving and talking) and longer duration 
tasks (“sequential”, e.g., writing a paper and reading email). Despite the fact that in this study I am 
considering tasks second by second, the proposed mechanisms for performance decrements in sequential 
multitasking are more appropriate to consider. 
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(see Altmann & Trafton, 2002 or Monsell, 2003 for an overview), the general theory 
states that in order to accomplish a particular task, cognitive resources need to be 
oriented in a particular way, which requires effort. Switching tasks requires additional 
effort to re-orient resources, which not only takes time, but can be done incompletely 
or incorrectly, leading to poor performance on a new task. 
In the current study, as in many ACs/inbox exercises, participants have the 
freedom to work on tasks in any order they see fit. Because new tasks arrive 
throughout the duration of the simulation, and because some tasks innately require 
more time to complete than others, it is unlikely that any particular task will be 
completed in a single instance. Instead, participants will more likely switch between 
several discrete tasks. 
Task switching research suggests that longer instances of work on a particular 
task allows an individual to take an appropriate amount of time to organize cognitive 
resources and get the most productivity from whatever time or energy it took to 
organize those resources (Monsell, 2003). In contrast, alternating between two or more 
tasks requires constant resource reorganization (see Figure 4). During this 
reorganization, excess energy is expended and no practically effective progress can be 
made on the task. Furthermore, the more resource reorganization that occurs, the more 
likely mistakes will be made, all of which negatively impact performance. To account 
for this fact, I am not only interested in the amount of raw task switching that occurs, 
but also the duration of each instance of a task. I use the term task dispersion to 
describe the relationship between the number of instances in which a task occurs and 
the concentration of total task time across those instances. Essentially, if there are a 
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high number of instances of a task but the overwhelming majority of the task was 
completed in a single instance, task dispersion is still relatively low for that task.  
Specifically, I expect that task dispersion will negatively impact overall 
performance within an inbox exercise. Study participants have multiple, semi-
independent tasks to complete, and each task requires different pieces of information 
and in many cases different approaches. For example, responding to an aggressive, 
angry client’s email draws from different resources than creating a project plan for a 
supervisor. By continuously jumping around among such tasks, a participant would not 
only spend more time orienting themselves to each task, but additional resources are 
spent during the orientation that could be otherwise directed at the task itself. Overall, 








Identifying Meaningful Clusters 
A key goal of this study is to examine AC behaviors captured through new 
sources, and interpret the findings through the lens of decision making research. The 
first step in that process is to extract primary decisional behaviors from the detailed 
logs. Primary decisional behaviors can be considered anything involving identification 
of a problem, seeking out information to understand or address a problem, and 
applying that information by making a particular decision. 
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In order to analyze these behaviors, they must first be appropriately quantified 
to coincide with the decision-making process. As described in previous sections, 
several of these behaviors (and their associated decisional process) are captured in the 
detailed behavioral logs used in this study. However, in addition to considering each 
part of the decision process as an independent entity, I am also interested in examining 
the decision making process holistically as an overall pattern. In other words, I am not 
only concerned with how overall task time might impact performance, how utilizing 
various resources could enhance simulation performance, or how task dispersion can be 
detrimental, but in how each step in the decision making process influences the next 
one, and how those steps combine to affect overall performance in a work simulation. 
To achieve this end, variables must be generated from the raw behaviors within the 
behavioral logs such that variance in these variables represent meaningful differences 
in the decision making process. Once raw behaviors have been properly classified and 
quantified, participants can be grouped by similar decision making patterns, and the 
relationship between decisional patterns and assessor ratings can be examined. 
Although this study makes some basic assumptions about the data being 
analyzed—specifically that the behaviors are related to decisional process and that 
there is an expectation of between-person variance in these behaviors—it is important 
to consider an exploratory approach when examining these data. Despite drawing from 
current decision making literature, this study goes well beyond the parameters of 
traditional decision making research. For example, research examining behavior-
performance links is often conducted via relatively short sessions in highly controlled, 
laboratory conditions (e.g., Al-Hashimi, Zanto, & Gazzaley, 2015; Konig, Buhner, & 
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Murling, 2005; Morgan, D’Mello, Abbot, Radvansky, Haass, & Tamplin, 2013). This 
experimental method is in contrast to the AC environment, where participants can often 
have several hours to allocate to multiple tasks. It therefore becomes difficult to 
appropriately apply existing theories directly to the data in this study without first 
exploring the general nature of behavioral patterns that the data is able to capture. In 
other words, it is appropriate to assume a link should exist between a measure of 
decision making proficiency and simulation performance, but it is difficult to predict 
how that link will manifest among new types of behaviors. As an example, consider 
search patterns and information processing. Although initially an inbox participant may 
display behaviors consistent with a novice (broad searches, more time with 
information), over the course of three hours, the participant’s search patterns may 
change as new tasks are presented. Once a participant has become familiar with the 
information available in the simulation (i.e., he or she becomes an “expert” with the 
available information), targeted search patterns and less time with information would 
replace the initial slow, broad searches. 
There is no question that the type and volume of data being examined in this 
study is complex and novel, and there are an unlimited number of ways to organize and 
analyze it. However, until some initial groundwork—or mapping—has been done, 
there is no practical way to determine the best analysis method a priori. In such 
situations, unsupervised clustering methods like K-means analysis are a good starting 
point (Jain, 2010). With clustering approaches like K-means, nothing is assumed or 
decided in advance. Instead, algorithms generate groups with pure mathematics, 
typically by creating clusters whereby members within a given cluster are more similar 
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than those not in the cluster. Similarly, model-based clustering methods exist that 
attempt to find a model that best fits the existing data without the researcher having to 
determine potential models in advance (e.g., finite mixture models). Although these 
methods can have different implications for interpreting results, neither method 
involves the researcher assigning a specific structure to the data, and both will be 
considered. Furthermore, in both cases, existing theory will be used for interpretation  
of the cluster analysis, rather than outright prediction. 
 
 
H4: The data collected in this study, which is expected to capture 
core decision making behaviors, will allow for the identification of 
meaningful (i.e., performance-related) clusters of individuals, 












Sample and Procedures 
 Study participants were full-time, management-level employees at a large 
organization in the Midwestern United States. Participants had been randomly selected 
through a lottery-type system to participate voluntarily in a managerial development 
program. The program consisted of a 3-hour “day-in-the-life” managerial simulation 
and assessment, along with a 45-minute feedback and coaching session. The simulation 
took the form of a computer-based inbox exercise. Participant performance was 
reviewed and rated by certified assessors and aggregated to form seven dimension-
level scores (see below). Prior to the feedback and coaching session, participants were 
provided a written report highlighting their strengths and development needs in relation 
to the seven dimensions. 
 Selected participants were invited to participate via email. The invitation 
included a brief description of the program with instructions for opting in. For those 
who decided to participate, a more detailed description of the program was provided, 
and a time was scheduled to take the virtual assessment. Participants were brought into 
a central location and provided a private office with all necessary resources for 
completing the simulation. Each participant was provided an overview of the process 
prior to beginning the simulation. While the simulation stimuli are proprietary, the 
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exercise closely followed a typical AC inbox procedure as described in the literature 
(see Thornton & Rupp, 2006; Thornton et al., 2014; Thornton & Muller-Hanson, 
2004). 
 During the simulation, participants took on the role of a newly hired manager of 
a project team at a technology oriented company. Over the course of the simulation, 
they were presented various tasks and situations via email messages that arrived in 
their simulated inbox. Some tasks were in-depth and specifically assigned, such as 
creating a project plan for the team for the next six months. Within the project plan, 
participants had several decisions to make surrounding project pacing/due dates, task 
ownership, methods for keeping on schedule, and even budget related issues. Other 
tasks were more broad, and didn’t necessarily have a clear “final product,” such as 
addressing recent employee morale concerns, or responding to a conflict between two 
team members. In these cases, decisions were more along the lines of approach, 
language, specific consequences, and other interpersonal behaviors. In addition, some 
tasks came from the participant’s simulated supervisor, other tasks only involved 
simulated subordinates/direct reports being managed by the participant, and other tasks 
involved simulated customers. Participants had the freedom to handle each task or 
situation in any manner deemed appropriate, but email was the primary form of 
communication throughout the simulation. Therefore, simulation tasks were comprised 
primarily of three parts: 1) an initial email either presenting a situation or describing a 
task, 2) information available to the participants (as PDF documents) that contained 
important information for addressing issues and completing tasks, and 3) a “decision” 
email from the participant, whereby the task in the initial email is addressed. 
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A program was created to run in the background during the simulation that 
would take a screenshot each second the simulation was running. All screenshots 
captured during the simulation were tagged with a timestamp and saved on a network 
drive. Each participant had roughly 10,800 screenshots, each representing one second 
of the simulation. The screenshots would provide the behavioral logs to be evaluated in 
this study. In total, 43 participants provided a complete set of data suitable for 
inclusion in this study. 
Generating Behavioral Logs From Participant Screenshots 
While the process of creating detailed behavior logs can be done automatically, 
because this was the first time such data have ever been collected, this study used a 
manual process. This process was necessary due to restrictions in integrating the code 
necessary for capturing the data in a usable form with the code used to run the 
simulation (i.e., the company providing the simulation was not willing to allocate the 
resources required to modify their code without an evidence-based reason for doing 
so—and this was the first study aimed at collecting such evidence). In order to translate 
the screenshots into behavioral logs, a coding system was created. The process is 
similar to methods used in field research for coding observed behaviors. A 
standardized system was created such that any behavior occurring on the screen could 
be described by a unique combination of up to four numbers. For example, a code of 
“1.19.17.4” translates to the participant typing a new email to a specific employee; 
“1.20” translates to the participant reading a specific “cue” email from a supervisor 
asking for a draft of a project plan. The complete coding system and more detailed 
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illustrations can be found in Appendix C. After all participant screenshots had been 
coded, a total of 615 unique behaviors were identified. 
Generalizing Participant Behavior Codes 
Because the method for generating detailed behavioral logs involved human 
coders (as opposed to being automatically generated), it was important to avoid any 
potential subjectivity that might impact the logs. For example, one of the behavioral 
codes represented reading, while another represented typing. When relying on 
screenshots alone, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between a pause in typing and 
when a participant actually stops typing to read what he or she has just written. As a 
result, there is the potential for inconsistencies to arise with how that type of behavior 
is coded. To avoid these inconsistencies and ensure the overall accuracy of the 
behaviors used in the analysis, any unique behaviors that were at risk of subjective 
influence were collapsed into a single code that described the behavior more generally. 
For example, if a participant was working on a particular email response, there was no 
differentiation between times the participant was typing, not typing, reading, scrolling, 
etc. Instead, it was logged that the participant was responding to a specific email. This 
process reduced the total number of potential behaviors across all participants to 214. 
In addition to raw behaviors describing when participants interacted with the 
virtual environment, the context (i.e., purpose) of the specific behaviors were also 
considered. In general, context can be thought of as task identification. In other words, 
participant behaviors in the simulation are fundamentally linked with certain stimuli. 
Due to the freedom of approach afforded by the simulation, participants may not 
respond to particular stimuli with the same set of behaviors. As a basic example, one of 
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the task stimuli involved an email from a subordinate about a problem with another 
coworker. Participants could address this issue by selecting “reply” or “reply all,” then 
drafting an email. They could also draft a new email to both parties involved, or they 
could draft separate emails to each party. Furthermore, a participant may also choose to 
address multiple issues (associated with multiple stimuli) in a single email. For 
example, the participant may address the coworker problem, but also include some 
other task delegations related to a different stimulus. Like the behavioral codes, the 
idea is that similar “context codes” would be generated automatically via software that 
would look for context cues in participant-generated content. But again, given our 
limited resources and need for proof of concept prior to securing support for integrating 
such processes with the software that runs the simulation, we used human coders for 
this task as well. Therefore, in order to group all raw behaviors as being associated 
with a particular task within the simulation, a complimentary coding system was used 
(see Appendix C). A total of 37 unique context codes were used to accompany the 214 
behavioral codes. 
Initial Quantification of Behavioral Logs 
Base Behaviors 
The next phase of the data management process involved calculating the 
variables of interest from the behavior codes for analysis. Each second a participant 
was working within the simulation environment is a time point with a corresponding 
behavioral code that describes the behavior occurring in that moment. Importantly, 
while it is technically possible to run the proposed cluster analysis on every unique 
behavior contained in the raw behavioral logs, the substantial variance in raw behaviors 
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across participants would likely inhibit the emergence of meaningful clusters. For 
example, for any given document a participant opened, there is a unique behavioral 
code to specify each page of the document; however, due to the wide variation in page-
specific behaviors (e.g., some participants spent virtually no time on some document 
pages), total time for each document provides more meaningful information. In these 
and similar cases, aggregate behaviors were formed. This process resulted in a further 
reduced set of 150 independent behaviors.  
Computation of Study Variables 
The next step was to compute the study variables (i.e., time, variety, 
dispersion). Table 2 lists and defines all the variables used in this study. First, total 
time for behaviors and number of instances of behaviors were calculated. Second, 
variety was measured by counting the total number of different simulation documents 
that were accessed by each participant during the simulation. Third, a diversity index 
was included as a quantification of how time for each behavior was allocated among 
instances of that behavior, which I call behavioral dispersion. Specifically, I used the 
Simpson Diversity index, which is often used to quantify the biodiversity of a habitat. 
The Simpson Diversity Index quantifies “richness” (e.g., number of different species 
per sample) and “evenness” (e.g., relative abundance of the different species making up 
the richness of an area) by calculating the probability that two entities taken at random 
from the dataset of interest represent the same type. For the purposes of this study, 
richness represents the number of instances of a particular behavior, and evenness 
corresponds to the duration (in seconds) of each instance. The resulting statistic 
indicates how disperse the total behavior time was, in that the more concentrated total 
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time was in a small portion of instances, the less “diverse”—or in terms of this study, 
disperse—the behavior.  
Assessor ratings (both overall and for specific dimensions) were used as a 
criterion variable in this study. The ratings were derived from predetermined 
combinations of behavioral ratings provided by certified assessors against 
predetermined benchmarks. Ratings were given on a 3-point scale, where 1 represented 
deficiency and 3 represented proficiency. Initial ratings were done at the behavioral 
level and then aggregated into dimension scores, which used an equivalent 3-point 
scale. The dimensions that were assessed in this simulation are Planning and 
Organizing, Decision Making, Influencing Others, Communication, Coaching and 
Mentoring, Interpersonal Sensitivity, and Delegation. For a full description of each 
dimension, see Appendix D. An overall assessment rating (OAR) was calculated by 











 Table 3 provides descriptive statistics for dependent variables and significant 
correlations with independent variables. A description of all study variables can be 
found in Appendix E. Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 predicted an inverse relationship 
between assessor ratings and both the variety of information reviewed as well as the 
time spent with it, respectively. Information presented during the simulation can be 
thought of in terms of task instructions (cue emails) and task application documents 
(documents that contain information necessary for most appropriately completing the 
task). All subjects opened all cue emails, resulting in no behavioral variance in 
information variety among emails. There were six available simulation documents, and 
participant usage was coded as 1 (accessed) and 0 (not accessed). Summing all 
document usage codes into a single variable represented the variety of information 
accessed by each participant, where 0 meant nothing was accessed (low variety) and 6 
meant everything was accessed (high variety). However, bivariate correlations with 
outcome variables did not reach significance. Thus support for Hypothesis 1 was not 
detected. Total time with simulation documents also had no significant relationship 
with assessor ratings. However, total time with cue emails had a significant negative 
correlation with the OAR (-.550, p <.01) and most dimension ratings (PLAN = -.493, p 
<.01; DECISION = -.495, p <.01; INFLUENCE = -.624, p <.01; COACH = -.385, p 
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<.05; INTERPERSONAL = -.475, p<.01; DELEGATE = -.316, p <.01), partially 
supporting Hypothesis 2. However, other key time variables did not have a significant 
correlation with assessor ratings, with the exception of the significant positive 
relationship between total cue email reply time and delegation (.310, p <. 05). In 
addition, most of the time-based variables aggregated under a single context code (i.e., 
time spent completing a specific task) did not have a significant relationship with 
assessor ratings, with a few important exceptions. First, there was a negative 
relationship between total time spent on the employee feedback task and OAR (-.307, p 
< .05), INFLUENCE  
(-.309, p < .05), and COACH (-.318, p < .05); as well as a negative relationship 
between total “System Time” and OAR (-.323, p < .05), PLAN (-.367, p < .05), 
COACH (-.379, p < .05), and DELEGATE (-.305, p < .05). There was also a positive 
relationship between total time participants spent on behaviors that represented 
engagement/interaction with the simulation but were not directly related to any tasks 
and OAR (.748, p < .05), DECISION (.796, p < .05), and DELEGATE (.905, p < .01). 
Relationships between dispersion and assessor ratings were sparse and mostly 
negative, which does not support the relationship predicted in Hypothesis 3 (i.e., that 
higher dispersion would be related to lower scores). One task dispersion variable 
(M_DISP) was negatively correlated with OAR (-.361, p < .05), PLAN (-.303, p < .05), 
INFLUENCE (-.321, p < .05), COMMUNICATE (-.420, p < .01), and DELEGATE  
(-.304, p < .05); and another task dispersion variable (P_DISP) was negatively related 
to COMMUNICATE (-.343, p < .05). On the other hand, while not a task per se, the 
dispersion of time spent on neutral, system processes (S_DISP; e.g., accessing the 
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inbox, opening document containing folders) was positively related to DECISION 
(.362, p < .05) and DELEGATE (.335, p < .05). 
Prior to any cluster analysis, it was necessary to account for the fact that data 
required to compute some variables was not available from the majority of participants. 
For example, if a subject did not engage in a particular behavior, the instance and total 
time for that behavior were zero, but no dispersion variable could be calculated. 
Because the cluster analysis used in this study cannot handle missing data, not every 
behavior could be used in the analysis. Instead, only behaviors displayed by the 
overwhelming majority of participants were retained for analysis. Furthermore, raw 
behavior dispersion variables were also excluded from the cluster analysis. Essentially, 
the raw behaviors captured in this study can represent various parts of a single task 
(e.g., reading a document and writing an email). Predictions about performance 
decrements related to task switching were based on reorganizing cognitive resources 
between different tasks. By contrast, it is not expected that alternating specific (raw) 
behaviors within a single task would have a negative impact on cognitive resources, 
and therefore dispersion of raw behaviors was not considered. Conversely, context-
related dispersion was used because when participants switch contexts (i.e., stop one 
particular simulation task and start another), it can be assumed that most information in 
a participant’s working memory did not apply to the new context, and conscious effort 
would be required to replace it with different, context appropriate information.  In other 
words, switching tasks within the simulation represents an appropriate level of 
cognitive resource orientation to affect performance. 
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Two methods were considered for identifying clusters among study 
participants: K-means and model-based. The R package Mclust was used to examine 
potential model-based clusters. All variables used in both cluster analyses were 
standardized to avoid problems associated with large differences in variable scales. 
Within Mclust, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was compared across different 
numbers of groups and model types (Figure 5). The top three models based on the BIC 
criterion were VVI (k = 2, BIC = -10,210.84), EVI (k = 2, BIC = -10,212.22), and VEI 
(k = 2, BIC = -10,651.01), with the optimal 2-group VVI solution (varying volume and 
shape) ultimately being used to derive clusters. An independent sample t-test based on 
model-based group membership indicated the groups did not vary significantly on 
assessor ratings (Table 5), which did not support Hypothesis 4 (i.e., groups would 
differ on average assessor ratings) and made interpretation of the groups difficult 
within the proposed decisional framework. 
As an alternative to model-based clustering, K-means cluster analysis was used 
to generate alternate cluster membership variables. K-means is the most popular and 
simplest clustering algorithm available (Jain, 2010). It is a partitioning algorithm that 
finds partitions such that the squared error between the empirical mean of a cluster and 
the points in the cluster is minimized, and is generally well suited for the type of data 
used in this study.  
Whereas model-based clustering can use fit criteria like BIC to select the 
optimal number of groups, K-means requires the researcher to select a value for K 
(number of groups to create). A common method used to determine the optimal 
number of groups (K) and is to examine the sum of squared errors scree plot (i.e., 
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looking for the “elbow”), which in this case did not yield useful results (see Figure 6). 
As an alternative, using an exploratory method described by Jain (2010), several 
clustering iterations were performed to identify the most meaningful groupings (i.e., a 
meaningful K). Analysis started by fixing K to the total number of participants—in this 
case 43—then rerunning the analysis while stepping down K by 1 each time (i.e., 42, 
41, etc.). Each iteration generated a new cluster membership variable for each 
participant. Multiple one-way ANOVAs were run on all outcome variables using each 
cluster membership variables as a grouping term, and any significant differences with 
outcome variables was noted where appropriate. A 7-cluster solution had the largest 
number of significant differences in assessor ratings, and was the only solution to have 
a significant difference in the OAR (Table 6), supporting Hypothesis 4. Two 
participants could not be grouped due to patterns of missing data in clustering 
variables. The remaining 41 participants fell into one of seven groups/clusters. Group 
distribution was within acceptable ranges, despite one group having only two subjects. 
Group membership and other statistics are presented in Table 5. An ANOVA table 
indicating significantly weighted clustering variables (i.e., those variables that 
contributed to the final clusters) is presented in Table 7. Overall, 40 variables used in 
the cluster analysis had a significant contribution to cluster creation/cluster 
membership. 
Mean levels of simulation performance variables by group are presented in 
Figure 7. As can be seen, individual dimension score differences between groups do 
not follow an obvious pattern, other than noting that Group 6 and Group 7 are 
generally lower. OAR, however, presents a clearer pattern, where Group 3, 4, and 5 
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were high; Group 1 and 2 were moderate; and Group 6 and 7 were low. Statistically 
significant differences in outcome variables were found between Groups 4/5 and 
Groups 6/7 where Groups 4 and 5 had significantly higher assessor ratings (See Table 
6 for analysis of mean outcomes by group). Groups 1 and 2 generally showed no 
significant differences in dimension scores (or OAR) between the higher (Group 3/4/5) 
and lower (Group 6/7) performing groups, likely due to their average scores. Group 3 
did have a statistically higher score than the lowest performing group (Group 7), but 
was not significantly different from the next lowest group (Group 6), and was therefore 
generally more similar to Group 1 and 2 than Group 4 and 5. 
 The means of significantly weighted independent variables by group 
membership is presented in Figure 8. When examining mean IV levels by groups, the 
most obvious distinction is that IV levels in Groups 4 and 5—particularly Group 4—
are more average overall; however, any additional meaningful interpretation of the 
relationship between independent variables and performance is difficult without 
considering smaller groups of related IVs. Therefore, several specific IV groupings 
were examined independently.  
It is important to restate the overall framework of how the behaviors used in 
this study are related to decisional processes, and in turn performance. Decision 
making as described in this study involves the following general steps: (1) initial 
problem identification, (2) information search and processing, and (3) making a 
decision by responding to the problem through email. For example, one of the first 
tasks presented to participants involves creating a project plan. The project plan task is 
one of the more involved tasks, and typically runs the entire span of the simulation. 
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Information related to the project plan task can be found in the cue email as well as a 
project overview document that participants can access. The majority of participants 
create the project plan as a Word document, which is then attached to a reply email—in 
other words, the majority of the application portion of this particular task is done in 
Word, rather than as a reply email. Average total time by group for each project plan 
decision-related behavior is presented in Figure 9. 
 While Group 1 and 2 (and for the most part, Group 3) did not have significant 
differences with other groups in the outcomes of interest, Group 4 and 5 consisted of 
generally high performers, where Group 6 and 7 consisted of generally low performers. 
Starting with Group 7—the lowest performing group—it can be seen that for the 
project plan task, a disproportionate amount of time was spent with the initial cue email 
(i.e., instructions) as opposed to other information search and application. Participants 
in this group seemed to get stuck in the first of the three general steps outlined 
previously (i.e., understanding the problem). Due to significant time being spent on 
simply trying to understand and process what was presented in the task instructions, 
little time was left for other information search/processing and actual application. In a 
similar vein, participants in Group 6 seemed to stall out in Step 2. Essentially, Group 6 
participants were likely able to (eventually) make sense of the instructions and access 
the appropriate document, but still spent substantial time with information search and 
processing, rather than actual application. This lack of efficiency in moving to the 
application phase likely impacted their overall performance. In contrast, the higher 
performing participants in Groups 4 and 5 spent more time on the application (Step 3), 
and generally less time on initial understanding and search and processing (Steps 1 and 
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2). The greater efficiency through which Group 4 and 5 were able to work through the 
problem solving steps was likely a contributing factor to overall performance. 
 This general pattern can be seen with other complimentary decisional variables. 
In Figure 10, total time on two behaviors necessary completing an employee feedback 
task are graphed. The same general relationship between Step 1 and 2 are present 
where Group 7 (and to an extent, Group 6) spent relatively substantial time on the 
initial instructions, and very little time on searching/processing new information 
outside of the cue email. Group 4 and 5 have the same flipped relationship where 
relatively little time was spent with instructions, and more time was spent 
searching/processing new information. 
 As can be seen in Figure 11, the same type of relationship among study 
variables holds when behaviors are aggregated. By combining time spent on all cue 
emails, time spent on all replies, and time spent with all documents, it becomes clear 
that participants in Group 7 were consistently stalling out in the very first step of the 
decision process. Nearly every task that was present throughout the simulation seemed 
to require substantial time to make sense of, leaving little time for additional 
information search/processing and actually application (i.e., completing simulation 
tasks). Again, Group 6 had a similar overall performance to Group 7, but behaviorally 
seemed to struggle with a different aspect of the decisional process. While the general 
relationship between total time with cue emails, additional information search and 
processing, and application is more similar to groups 4 and 5, the amount of time with 
each step was greater. Participants in Group 6 were likely able to figure out what they 
should do, but simply didn’t have the ability or experience to do so efficiently and 
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effectively. The struggles faced by Groups 6 and 7 were simply not seen in the Group 4 
and 5 behaviors. Combined with the overall higher assessor ratings seen in Group 4 
and 5, it is reasonable to assume that they did not struggle with understanding the 
problems they were presented, finding and processing needed information, and 
appropriately applying information when completing each task. While the ability to 
detect differences in the outcome variables based on cluster membership supports 
Hypothesis 4, the pattern seen in some variables among different groups also lends 
support to the predicted negative relationship between time spent with simulation 
information and overall performance (Hypothesis 2). 
 Another interesting finding, particularly between Group 4 and 5, is related to 
three dispersion variables and their three corresponding instance variables that were 
significant in assigning group membership. The six variables outline a general working 
style on three tasks. Of note is the fact that while Groups 4 and 5 had similar overall 
performance, they appear to have slightly contrasting working styles (Figure 12), at 
least for these three tasks. Group 4 seemed to spend their total time more evenly 
distributed across several instances while Group 5 spent their time more concentrated 
among fewer instances. Although Group 6 does demonstrate a pattern similar to Group 
5, the overall performance differences lead to the conclusion that similar performance 
can be achieved, despite potentially different working styles. 
 It was previously mentioned that Group 3 was better affiliated with Group 1 
and 2 (i.e., average performers) due to not having a significant performance differences 
from both of the lowest groups. However, if Group 3 is considered as one of higher 
performing groups, one additional interesting interpretation emerges. Individuals 
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comprising Group 3, like those in Group 6, seemed to spend a disproportionate amount 
of time with simulation documents. However, other aspects of the decisional process 
are more similar to the high performing groups (Group 4 and 5). In fact, Group 3 
seemed to spend very little time with task instructions or decision application. It is 
possible that the decisional patterns seen in Group 3 are indicative of a generally 
capable group that did not prepare for the simulation. Given that some simulation 
documents were available prior to the simulation, people in Group 4 and 5 may have 
spent less time with it due to already being familiar with the documents’ content. 
Conversely, Group 3 required extra time to process what was very new information. 
Although their performance may have been slightly lower than the other high 
performing groups, it is possible that with adequate preparation, these individuals could 
have been among the highest performers. 
Although the results of the model-based cluster analysis did not readily lend 
themselves to interpretation due to the lack of significant group differences in assessor 
ratings, there are some interesting findings when the model-based (MB) groups are 
considered alongside the K-means groups. For example, Figure 13 shows a consistent 
pattern in decisional behaviors based on MB Group membership. In general, MB 
Group 2 spent less time with the first two steps of the decisional process, and when 
considered in aggregate, spent more time on the third step (decision implementation). 
This pattern is similar to the one seen in K-means Group 4 and 5. Furthermore, as seen 
in Figure 14, MB Group 2 consistently displays lower dispersion values and higher 
task instance values than MB Group 1. This pattern means that, in general, MB Group 
2 members more evenly distributed their time across multiple instances of working on 
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 Through a real-world virtual assessment, this study was able to unobtrusively 
capture a substantially more detailed level of behavioral information than has been the 
norm in such contexts. By using an exploratory method for examining data clusters, 
and by using an abductive approach for interpretation and guidance, results obtained in 
this study can be used to effectively move future research forward on new streams of 
behavioral data within AC contexts.  
Information Variety and Assessor Ratings 
Hypothesis 1 predicted a negative relationship between the variety of 
information accessed and overall assessor ratings. This relationship was predicted on 
the grounds that effective decision makers tend to utilize less information overall and 
also tend to be more targeted—and therefore more restrictive—when seeking out 
information to solve a problem. Although Hypothesis 1 was not supported, it was 
necessary to reconsider whether the variety of information used in this simulation 
should have a detectable impact on the decisional process. The context for the 
simulation used in this study, while in principle was similar to participants’ jobs, 
required interacting with a new team, at a new organization, in a new industry, and so 
on. Given the relative unfamiliarity with the specific details of the simulation, it would 
not be unreasonable to expect participants to “survey the landscape,” and actually take 
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time to become familiar with all available information. In addition, while participants 
were provided a large amount of information, it was certainly not overwhelming by 
reasonable standards (i.e., it is designed such that participants could read through 
everything if they wanted). Other researchers have also found broad search patterns 
among efficient decision makers (e.g., Ford et al., 1989; Jacoby, Mazursky, Troutman, 
& Kuss, 1984), and in the context of this study, a broad search pattern actually makes 
more sense for all participants. Similarly, while certain documents were important for 
some tasks and other documents could be considered “filler” material, it is possible 
some participants appropriately and effectively used information contained in filler 
documents to enhance their response to exercise cues—a behavior which was not 
examined in this study but could be considered an appropriate approach. 
Exploring the Relationship Between Task Time, Dispersion, and Assessor Ratings 
 Hypothesis 2 predicted there would be a negative relationship between total 
task time and task performance. As with Hypothesis 1, the reduced time with 
information and increased overall performance was expected to stem from being an 
efficient decision maker. Those who were more familiar with the type of problems 
presented during the situation would spend less time trying to understand the nature of 
the problem, and in turn would spend less time solving the problem effectively.  
The links between several time-based variables and overall assessor ratings 
were actually stronger than anticipated, and lend themselves to interesting 
interpretations. First, the negative correlations between time spent with cue emails and 
performance variables (both OAR and individual dimensions) were among the 
strongest of those tested, and further investigation found a generally linear relationship. 
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However, almost no relationships were found between assessor ratings and either time 
spent replying to cue emails, or any aggregation of time spent with documents. The 
only exception was the positive correlation between total time responding to cue emails 
and DELEGATION (.310, p < .05). This relationship makes sense if it is assumed that 
delegating tasks appropriately (i.e., providing enough information to the right people to 
ensure the task is completed successfully) may inherently require more time compared 
to just “dumping” tasks with little to no additional information. 
 The other noteworthy finding was the positive correlation between time spent 
on activities that were not related to any of the cued tasks in the simulation and 
assessor ratings. Generally, these “other” behaviors consisted of sending emails with 
greetings, welcomes, or task-independent follow-up emails (e.g., a thank you). Thought 
of a different way, these “other” behaviors occurred when a participant realistically 
engaged with the simulation, but not toward any specific end. It may initially seem 
counterintuitive to find a strong, positive link between assessor ratings and spending 
time doing something other than what is needed to complete simulation tasks. 
However, it is possible that these “other” behaviors capture something related to 
conscientiousness. Importantly, only 18% of subjects displayed any “other” behaviors 
at all. Regardless, these two variables (total cue email time and total other time) share a 
significant linear relationship with the OAR and DECISION (Tables 8 and 9). It is 
possible that these particular variables capture behaviors related to some aspect of 
ability (time with cue emails) and conscientiousness (extra-exercise behaviors), both of 
which have established relationships to performance in general. 
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 Hypothesis 3 involved task dispersion, and it predicted that distributing total 
task time across a higher number task instances would negatively impact assessor 
ratings of simulation performance through inefficiencies associated with task 
switching. While there were only a few significant relationships with dispersion 
variables and assessor ratings, they were almost exclusively in the negative direction, 
counter to what was predicted. It is important not to read too much into these findings, 
since only a few significant relationships were found. However, it is possible that the 
application of research related to multi-tasking was not appropriate for this this study. 
In other words, some tasks (a project plan and employee morale task in particular) 
required dispersion. These two tasks were introduced at the very beginning of the 
simulation, and were designed to take the most amount of time. It would therefore not 
be feasible to complete the tasks in a single sitting. Instead, due to being interrupted by 
other tasks throughout the simulation, anyone who somehow completed the tasks 
without working across multiple instances would likely not have performed as well 
overall. For these tasks, the exact opposite prediction should have been made—due to 
the necessarily distributed nature of work on simulation tasks such as these, the more 
evenly distributed time was on these tasks (higher dispersion), the better performance 
is likely to be. 
 Despite the results from the analysis making sense in light of reconsidering the 
nature of the imposed distribution within the simulation, there is an aspect of task 
dispersion not captured by the statistic used in this study. Mainly, the amount of time 
and what participants were doing between instances of a task are not accounted for. By 
not including this information, two instances separated by only a few seconds are 
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treated the same as two instances separated by two hours. While the former does 
represent less dispersion (despite the Simpson Index treating both the same), in 
general, the Simpson Index serves to approximate patterns of behavioral dispersion. In 
addition, overall, the Simpson index still represents a key aspect of dispersion 
important to performance to the extent that any behavioral task interruption represents 
some degree of cognitive break from the task. Importantly, in line with the 
reconsidered relationship between task dispersion and performance, the direction of the 
relationship between dispersion and performance is generally consistent (but not 
consistently significant). 
 The only dispersion variable to carry a significant, positive correlation with 
assessor ratings is related to the distribution of time spent with “system” functions. 
These are behaviors that are necessary for accessing task information or moving 
between tasks, but are not explicitly related to a specific task. Examples would be 
accessing the inbox, going to the desktop, or reading simulation instructions. Although 
all relationships between system time dispersion and assessor ratings were positive, 
significant relationships were only found with DECISION (.362, p < .05) and 
DELEGATE (.335, p < .05). The overall positive relationship between system time 
dispersion and performance makes sense in that most of the system time should be 
spent with the instructions (which is the first step after the simulation begins). Any 
length of time spent using the system that would increase the system time dispersion 
calculation would represent effectively doing long stretches of nothing instead of 
working on simulation tasks. It could also represent ineffective search patterns, since 
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several areas of the simulation environment are captured under the “System” umbrella, 
but none (other than the instructions) contain actual information. 
Differences in Groups Identified Through Cluster Analysis 
The ultimate goal of this study was to determine if the passively captured 
participant behaviors and the subsequent decisional process metrics would allow for 
the creation of meaningful participant groups. Hypothesis 4 was very general, 
predicting only that meaningful/interpretable groups would be identified that had mean 
differences in assessor ratings. This hypothesis was supported by the data when using 
K-means analysis, but not supported using model-based clustering, which makes 
interpreting results difficult. The data in the current study include over 100 variables, 
and therefore suffers from problems related to high-dimensionality (Berkhin, 2006). 
With such high dimensional data, model-based clustering methods can struggle to 
identify meaningful groups (known as the “curse of dimensionality”) due to the large 
number of parameters that have to be estimated (Bouveyron & Brunet, 2012). To 
compensate for being over-paramaterized, constraints can be added to the model to 
reduce the number of parameters that need to be estimated (the BIC based VVI 
obtained from Mclust is one such constraining method). As an illustrative example, an 
unconstrained model with 100 variables (p) and 2 groups (k) would require the 
estimation of 10,000 parameters [(kp2)/2], whereas VVI constraints can reduce the 
number of parameter estimates to about 400 [2kp] (Bouveyron, Girard, & Schmid, 
2007), thereby overcoming some of dimensionality issues. However, more constrained 
models also make assumptions on the independence of variables, which is not 
necessarily appropriate for the data used in this analysis. 
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Because K-means is not immune to problems associated with high 
dimensionality, a third clustering method was also used to attempt to compensate for 
the large number of dimensions. Entropy weighted k-means (R package “ewkm”) is a 
weighted subspace clustering algorithm that is specifically designed to address 
challenges of identifying clusters in high dimensional data (Jing, Ng, & Huang, 2007). 
As with K-means, the number of clusters must be specified. To attempt to replicate 
results obtained from the model-based clustering, a K of 2 was selected. The obtained 
groupings were very similar to those obtained through the Mclust model-based 
procedure, but also had no significant group differences in overall assessor ratings (See 
Table 10 for a summary of participant group assignments based on type of cluster 
analysis). The ewkm procedure was run a second time with K set to 7 to attempt to 
recreate groupings found in the traditional K-means analysis. A 7-cluster solutions 
using ewkm had an unacceptable group distribution, with two groups only having one 
member. Similar to the iterative process used to determine the optimal number of 
groups for K-means, ewkm was then run several more times with K set to 3, 4, 5, and 
6, and assessor ratings were compared across groups. As shown in Table 11, an ewkm 
3-group solution had significant group differences in the OAR (F = 6.04, p < .01) as 
well as every individual dimension rating except Communication, which supports 
Hypothesis 4. Post hoc testing found ewkm Group 1 had significantly lower scores 
than ewkm Group 2 and 3, while ewkm Group 2 and 3 were statistically 
indistinguishable from each other (Table 12). Mean assessor ratings for the three 
groups are presented in Figure 15. Group distribution was acceptable though not ideal, 
with Group 1 having only 3 members, Group 2 having 8, and Group 3 having 30, but 
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even more conservative post hoc analysis methods suited for uneven group 
distributions (e.g., Games-Howell) detected significant mean differences in assessor 
ratings between Group 1 and Group 2/3. 
As with groups identified through K-means analysis, mean levels of select 
behavioral variables were examined to determine if an interpretable pattern emerged. 
As can be seen in Figure 16, ewkm Group 1 (the lowest scoring group) had a pattern 
similar to that seen in the lowest scoring K-means Group 7. Group members seemed to 
spend a disproportionate amount of time on the first step of the decisional process. 
Similarly, ewkm Group 2 (highest performing) spent relatively less time on in initial 
problem solving steps, and more time on the decision application (when aggregated). 
Ewkm Group 3 was generally average across study variables, which is not surprising 
considering it is the largest of the 3 groups. Finally, as shown in Figure 17, dispersion 
statistics were generally higher for ewkm Group 2, meaning group members 
concentrated the majority of task work in fewer instances. This is in contrast to patterns 
seen in model-based groups whereby those who generally spent less time on decisional 
process steps also seemed to distribute their work more evenly across multiple 
instances; however, the finding is in line with the different working styles found 
between K-means Group 4 and 5 (both were high scoring groups), whereby K-means 
Group 5 also concentrated task work across fewer instances. 
Cluster Interpretation, Abduction, and Next Steps 
To briefly restate the abductive method: a surprising result is found, but if 
something that hadn’t been measured was occurring, then the result would make sense. 
Although this study did present specific predictions regarding general aspects of the 
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decisional process and performance (H1, H2, and H3), the particular groupings that 
were found through cluster analysis were to some degree surprising—especially given 
that it was unknown exactly what, if any, detectible patterns might exist in the data. 
Obviously, any next steps must seek to test and validate conclusions drawn from the 
results of this study.  
Based on the results of the three different clustering methods, a few different 
conclusions can be drawn. First, due to the high dimensionality and relatively low 
sample size, it is possible that the data collected in this study is simply not appropriate 
for clustering; however, it is not possible to determine how much of a role the sample 
size played in attempting to identify stable clusters vs. the particular variables that were 
considered in the analysis. In this case, the obvious next step would be to collect 
additional data using the same method and rerun the analysis. Unfortunately, given the 
difficulty in obtaining the real-world sample used in this study, combined with the time 
burden of processing additional data, that course of action is not necessarily feasible. 
A second conclusion is that the groups identified in the 7-cluster K-means 
analysis are truly present, and the significant group differences in assessor ratings are 
related to differences in decisional efficacy as identified by patterns in the selected 
decisional process variables. It is possible that the K-means method—which was 
initially selected based on a comprehensive review of available clustering methods—is 
the optimal method for detecting meaningful patterns in the data used for this study. 
While one might expect some degree of corroboration across various clustering 
methods, that would not necessarily be the case (e.g., Jain, Topchy, Lay, and Buhmann, 
2004), and K-means has a substantial body of evidence in extant literature supporting 
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its use in this case. At the same time, if an exploratory mindset is maintained, then the 
fact that the results of the K-means analysis were interpretable and made sense both in 
light of previous research should take precedent.  
As a result, future research would then seek to validate the different groups that 
were found. It is important to further investigate the apparent emergence of a general 
decisional pattern across the simulation. In this study, it was assumed that the 
simulation mirrors key aspects of the participants’ jobs (i.e., they were at least 
somewhat familiar with simulation tasks), and therefore the observed decision-related 
behaviors were a result of some inherent decisional skill; however, decision-making 
research suggests that contextual factors should also influence decision-related 
behaviors independent of skill level. Ideally, decisional patterns captured in this study 
should be compared to a “benchmark” decision making task. For example, by having 
participants complete a context-independent decision making task (e.g., selecting a car 
based on a set of criteria), it would be possible to compare the decision making process 
for a task with an objective outcome to the decisional process captured in this study. 
Furthermore, randomized, parallel simulation tasks with pre-determined levels of 
complexity at each of the three general stages of decision making (i.e., clear/complex 
problem presentation; clear/complex available information; clear/complex application) 
could also be used to help strengthen the link between decisional efficacy, the new 
types of data examined in this study, and simulation performance. 
Additionally, this study took a construct-related validity approach, assuming 
that the new behaviors that were analyzed indicate decisional proficiency/effectiveness, 
and that decisional proficiency also has an impact on overall simulation performance. 
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While acceptable as a first step in understanding the nature of the new type of data used 
in the study and providing some validity to the construct being examined, it falls short 
for demonstrating incremental validity to the AC method overall. Because one of the 
justifications for examining new sources of behavioral data within ACs is to improve 
validity of the method, an external performance measure should be a priority for future 
research. Importantly, although an overall goal is to (incrementally) improve the 
validity of the AC method, the potential to supplement or replace some assessor ratings 
(despite not necessarily increasing validity) should not be ignored. It is possible that 
significant overlap could exist between the behaviors captured in this study and a 
particular subset of assessor ratings, but if an automatic process can reliably replace an 
intensive, time-consuming, manual process, the AC method could still benefit from 
these new data sources and analysis methods. 
A third conclusion is that there are only two groups present in the data, and 
despite group characteristics fitting within the proposed decisional framework, the 
limited sample size was not able to detect a significant differences in assessor ratings. 
Similar to the first conclusion, a natural remedy would be to collect additional data, but 
again, the nature of this particular study precludes that option. However, the distinct 
contrast in behavioral patterns in both 2-group solutions (Mclust and ewkm) seems to 
emphasize the role of working style (i.e., task dispersion) and basic, time-based 
variables. In regards to task dispersion, future research can examine tasks that are 
designed to vary in terms of their relatedness or information overlap. For example, one 
or two tasks can be explicitly designed to rely on completely independent sets of 
information that have no bearing on any other tasks. Such tasks could also be designed 
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to require different thought processes (e.g., outside of the box thinking). At the same 
time, a concerted effort should be made to create a dispersion metric that captures 
additional behavioral information (for example, time between instances) to better 
understand exactly how variations in working style might fit into future AC research. 
In addition, to better differentiate the role of time-based behavioral measures related to 
decisional processes from those explainable through other mechanisms like general 
mental ability, future research should include measures of cognitive ability and 
personality. 
A final conclusion is that in reality there are likely 3-6 meaningful groups in 
this data, and with a larger sample size, clustering methods will be better able to 
discern stable groups that have both obvious and subtle differences. As can be seen in 
Figure 18, while some shuffling occurred depending on the particular analysis used, 
relative group membership actually seemed somewhat stable. Even in the 7-cluster K-
means solution, individual group members were more likely than not to have been in 
the same group for multiple other cluster analyses. Furthermore, groups identified from 
the 7-cluster K-means and 3-cluster entropy weighted K-means had significant mean 
differences in overall assessor ratings. These findings suggest that patterns in the 
behaviors used in this study are related to assessor ratings, despite not being able to 
definitively identify those patterns. In line with all other recommended next steps, 
future research should continue to look for stable groupings based on behavioral 
patterns in the type of data presented in this study. 
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Study Limitations and Additional Future Research 
 This study presented a unique opportunity to move outside of a laboratory 
setting and collect data in the field. As a result, some aspects could not be controlled. 
Unfortunately, there was some data loss due to intermittent network connectivity issues 
during the study. The screen capture program used for collecting behavior data during 
the simulation saved files in real time to a network drive. If the network connection 
faltered, even for a moment, the program would sometimes have trouble re-establishing 
a connection with the drive. The result was chunks of data loss peppered across some 
participants. Data loss was completely at random, but due to the second-by-second 
focus with several analyses in this study, any subject with even a moderate amount of 
missing data was excluded from the final analysis. There were a total of 54 participants 
who completed the simulation, but only 43 had complete data sets. 
 Another limiting factor of this study revolved around the statistic used to 
calculate task dispersion. The diversity index that was used in the study does accurately 
reflect how time was distributed among instances of a behavior, but it does not account 
for time between instances. Furthermore, the diversity index is not affected by timing 
or order of instances, which could also impact performance. It was determined that the 
Simpson index was an appropriate first step in approximating the behavioral dispersion 
and working style for this study, but future research should make an effort to also 
account for both specific timing of instances, as well as specific behaviors that 
interrupt those instances. 
 As was stated previously, this study involved human coders reviewing 
screenshots and converting them into behavioral codes for generating detailed behavior 
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logs. Out of an abundance of caution, some behaviors were not included in the 
analysis, such as when a participant was typing, scrolling, or reading. Had an automatic 
process been used for capturing these behaviors during the simulation (the ultimate 
goal this study sought data to justify), there would not have been the potential for 
subjectivity to impact the behavior logs, and those behaviors could have been included. 
Future research should strive for an even greater level of detail in the behavior capture 
process. Doing so will allow for further insight into differences in working styles and 
an even greater array of behaviors that likely share influence on overall performance. 
For example, this study was not able to account for editing (typing, backspacing, 
changing words or phrases), despite the fact that it was a very common occurrence 
when participants would draft emails. For example, some participants would draft an 
email, then over the course of several minutes, essentially rewrite the whole email 
through a seemingly random series of edits and modifications. 
 In a similar vein, this study does have a somewhat limited sample size, which 
also impacted some of the variables used in the analysis. Although over 200 potential 
behaviors could have been displayed by each subjects, about 30% of those potential 
behaviors were displayed by a very limited number of subjects (four or less). With 
more subjects, it is possible that although the proportion of participants displaying 
certain behaviors would have remained constant, the actual number would have been 
high enough to conduct additional analysis on various subgroups. 
 It is also critical to note that this study relied on behaviors that occurred on the 
computers running the simulation only. Participants were not watched while they 
completed the simulation. It is possible (and, in fact, likely), that participants engaged 
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in additional important behaviors not captured by screenshots. For example, although 
some participants used the computer for taking notes, others could have taken notes by 
hand. Additionally, some participants printed out pre-work materials and had the 
printed documents, along with personal notes, while they completed the simulation. 
While the lack of these behaviors might seem to critically impact the behaviors that 
were captured—for example, the total time with simulation documents—the 
conclusions made by this study would still typically apply. If participants took time to 
review information, even to the extent of making several notes prior to the simulation, 
they were likely more prepared for the simulation that other participants. This would be 
reflected in their simulation behaviors through the same channels that were predicted 
for experts vs. novices. Because they have at least some familiarity with simulation 
information, they are able to spend less time with various documents, and their 
performance is likely to be better. Furthermore, only one subject spent no time with 
any documents, and most subjects still utilized the computer version of the documents 
even if they arrived for the assessment with printed versions. Future research could 
restrict information participants were allowed to have with them, or alternately account 
for behaviors that occur outside of the virtual environment. 
 In addition to the focus on incorporating external performance measures and 
examining incremental validity mentioned in the previous section, future research 
should also address some of the technical aspects of the data collection process. First, 
although I believe that data loss did not impact the interpretation of the study results, it 
did represent a significant event. Great care should be taken to protect against data loss 
during collecting if said data is going to be a critical component of the AC. Second, the 
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process of coding screenshots represented a substantial amount of time and effort on 
the part of the researcher. As stated in previous sections, this was necessary because 
this study used software provided by a private company. Any future research should 
begin with an automatic process for capturing behavior within whatever software is 
used. Furthermore, any behavior that is only related to a particular exercise (i.e., called 
“context” in this study) should be identified a priori and have that information included 
in the automatic logs. By shifting the coding burden from a human behavioral coders 
like in this study to a completely automatic process, a much greater level of behavioral 
detail can be used without fear of human perception or interpretation impacting the 
data collection process. Such automation will also allow for more flexibility in 
generating statistics that may better capture components like task dispersion, which 
fundamentally require more information to be coded in the behavioral logs during the 
data collection process. 
In addition to detailed behavior logs, future research should consider other 
types of data that could be captured within virtual environments. In general, anything 
that can be connected to a computer could also provide additional sources of data. For 
example, several common and popular devices record physiological information like 
heartrate, blood pressure, and motion. Many of these devices can stream such data to a 
connected computer, allowing for physiological data to be included as part of the 
behavioral logs of an assessment center. Beyond common consumer devices, other 
technology like eye tracking, facial or expression recognition, and voice/tone analysis 
may soon have enough supporting evidence—and be cost effective enough—to be 
considered as data sources in ACs. 
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Conclusion 
 The ultimate goal of this research was to demonstrate the potential usefulness 
of new streams of behavioral data within virtual assessments. Despite the availability 
of new behavioral capture methods and access to new types of data, research on their 
usefulness has been lacking in both AC research and application. By continuing to rely 
on the fundamentally limited precision and ability of humans, AC research will 
eventually reach a validity ceiling at which point no additional improvements can be 
made. Hopefully the results of this initial foray into new streams of behavioral data will 
stimulate new interest in tried and true assessment methods, and lead to new 
revelations related to how people work, why some outperform others, and innovative 
methods for improving performance based on individual behavioral patterns rather than 
just a result. 
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Overview of the Decision Process as Described in Extant Literature and how it Relates to the 
Steps/Behaviors Examined in This Study 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
The Decision Process as  General Decisional Steps in Associated Simulation 
Found in Extant Literature the Context of This Study Behaviors 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
1. Problem Identificiation 1. Problem identification Cue email related 
2. Determining Relative  
    Importance   
3. Seeking out information to  2. Information search and Simulation documents 
    understand of solve the      processing 
    problem  
4. Solution generation 3. Making a decision Reply emails 
5. Solution evaluation   







Overview of Variables Used in the Analysis 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Instance Behavioral instance describes the number of times a behavior was 
expressed by a participant during the simulation. A behavioral instance is 
defined by a behavior being displayed until it is interrupted by an alternate  
 behavior. Instances can be of any length. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Duration Behavior duration is the time a behavior was displayed during any 
 instance. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variety Variety of informaiton used in the simulation is a basic count of the 
number of simulation documents that were accessed by participants during  
 the simulation. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Total Time Total time is an aggregation of each instance duration for a particular 
 behavior. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Dispersion Behavior dispersion is a calculation based on the total number of instances 
of a behavior, and how the total time was distributed across those 
instances. A higher number indicates total time was more concentrated in a 
single instance, while a lower number indicates total time was more evenly  
 distributed across all instances. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Performance Simulation performance was determined bythe certified assessors against 
predetermined benchmarks. Ratings were given on a 3-point scale, where 1  











Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables 
__________________________________ 
DV Mean SD 
__________________________________ 
Plan 2.13 .53 
Decision 2.13 .37 
Influence 2.05 .44 
Communicate 2.24 .54 
Coach 2.16 .46 
Interpersonal 2.13 .45 
Delegate 2.04 .44 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparison of Group Assignment of 4 Cluster Analyses Used in This Study 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Subject         Mclust Group         Ewkm Group         Ewkm Group         K-means Group 
  (k = 2) (k = 3) (K = 7) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 21 1 2 3 1 
 25 1 2 3 6 
 27 1 2 2 5 
 28 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 29 1 2 3 4 
 30 1 2 3 3 
 31 1 2 3 6 
 32 1 2 3 6 
 33 1 2 2 5 
 34 2 1 3 4 
 35 1 2 3 4 
 36 1 2 3 7 
 37 2 1 3 4 
 38 1 2 3 4 
 39 1 2 3 1 
 41 1 2 2 5 
 42 1 2 3 6 
 43 2 1 3 4 
 44 1 2 3 3 
 45 1 2 2 5 
 49 1 2 3 3 
 50 1 2 3 3 
 54 2 1 3 4 
______________________________________________________________________ 
    (table continues) 
162 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Subject         Mclust Group         Ewkm Group         Ewkm Group         K-means Group 
  (k = 2) (k = 3) (K = 7) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 55 1 2 3 7 
 56 1 2 3 1 
 57 1 2 1 7 
 59 2 1 2 1 
 63 2 1 3 4 
 64 1 2 3 7 
 66 1 2 3 5 
 68 1 1 3 4 
 70 2 1 3 4 
 72 2 1 2 1 
 73 2 1 3 4 
 74 1 2 3 7 
 75 1 2 3 6 
 76 2 2 3 2 
 77 1 2 1 7 
 78 2 2 3 2 
 79 1 2 1 7 
 81 1 2 2 5 
 82 1 1 2 3 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1. Visualization of additional behavioral information that could be included 
with more traditional AC data by considering alternate sources within virtual 
assessment platforms. 
Full Range of Behaviors and Ability 
Behaviors Exhibited During Virtual 
Assessment Center Exercises 
Behaviors Directly Associated 









“Classic” assessor ratings 
(e.g., ratings of email 
responses, role-play 
observations and ratings) Behaviors currently 
captured by assessors 
that can be captured 
through alternate means 
(e.g., access appropriate 
information) 
Behaviors from alternate 
sources that assessors 
currently cannot or do not 
capture (e.g., physiological 
responses, rapid task 



















Figure 2. Examples of discrete behaviors that could be captured during a virtual 




































































Figure 4. Illustration of the type of disruption typically seen from rapid task switching 














Figure 5. BIC Plot for determining number and type of groups for model based cluster 
analysis. Though not readily visible, VVI with 2 groups has a slightly higher BIC than 









Figure 6. Sum of squared errors scree plot for determining number of groups for 












Figure 7. Mean cluster score for each assessed simulation dimension and the Overall 
Assessment Rating (OAR). The OAR was adjusted to match the general range for 
























Figure 8. Mean levels of behaviors by cluster. The 40 behaviors presented here are those that were 






























ZGEC_1.21_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.21_TOTAL_TIME) ZS_INST Zscore(S_INST)
ZCUE_EMAILS_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(CUE_EMAILS_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_7.32_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_7.32_TOTAL_TIME)
ZP_INST Zscore(P_INST) ZA_DISP Zscore(A_DISP)
ZALL_DOCS_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(ALL_DOCS_TOTAL_TIME) ZP_DISP Zscore(P_DISP)
ZGEC_1.28_INST Zscore(GEC_1.28_INST) ZCUE_REPLY_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(CUE_REPLY_TOTAL_TIME)
ZGEC_1.29_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.29_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_7.32_INST Zscore(GEC_7.32_INST)
ZNEW_DOCS_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(NEW_DOCS_TOTAL_TIME) ZA_INST Zscore(A_INST)
ZGEC_1.29_INST Zscore(GEC_1.29_INST) ZGEC_1.20_INST Zscore(GEC_1.20_INST)
ZGEC_1.13_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.13_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_1.25_INST Zscore(GEC_1.25_INST)
ZGEC_1.19_INST Zscore(GEC_1.19_INST) ZGEC_1.20_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.20_TOTAL_TIME)
ZT_INST Zscore(T_INST) ZGEC_1.24_INST Zscore(GEC_1.24_INST)
ZGEC_1.25_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.25_TOTAL_TIME) ZC_INST Zscore(C_INST)
ZM_INST Zscore(M_INST) ZH_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(H_TOTAL_TIME)
ZGEC_7.26_INST Zscore(GEC_7.26_INST) ZT_DISP Zscore(T_DISP)
ZALL_DELEGATION_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(ALL_DELEGATION_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_7.22_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_7.22_TOTAL_TIME)
ZGEC_1.26_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.26_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_1.17_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.17_TOTAL_TIME)
ZGEC_7.23_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_7.23_TOTAL_TIME) ZGEC_1.23_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.23_TOTAL_TIME)
ZGEC_1.17_INST Zscore(GEC_1.17_INST) ZGEC_1.22_INST Zscore(GEC_1.22_INST)
ZGEC_7.25_INST Zscore(GEC_7.25_INST) ZGEC_1.22_TOTAL_TIME Zscore(GEC_1.22_TOTAL_TIME)




































Decision Step 1: Project Plan Cue Email_TOTAL_TIME
Decision Step 2: Project Plan Simulation Document TOTAL_TIME





































Decision Step 1: Employee Feedback Cue Email TOTAL_TIME






































Decision Step 1: All Cue Emails TOTAL_TIME
Decision Step 2: All Simulation Documents TOTAL_TIME






































Project Plan Instance TOTAL Project Plan Dispersion
Angry Email Instance TOTAL Angry Email Dispersion












Figure 13. Average of selected behavioral variable levels for both groups identified 



























Figure 14. Average task dispersion for both groups identified through model-based 




















Figure 15. Mean level assessor dimension ratings and overall assessment rating (OAR) 
for each group identified through entropy-weighted k-means analysis. The OAR has 













PLAN_MEAN DECISION_MEAN INFLUENCE_MEAN COMMUNICATE_MEAN











Figure 16. Mean levels of selected behaviroal variables based on groups identified 

























Figure 17. Average dispersion statistics across groups identified through entropy 






















Figure 18. Relative groupings for each of the 4 cluster analysis. From top to bottom, 1) 
Model-based (VVI) 2 group; 2) Entropy weighted K-means 2 group; 3) Entropy 








Behavioral Coding of Simulation Screenshots 
 
 
Coding system used for screenshots: 
 
 
Example Screenshot Coding: 
(Subject is typing a new email to Andre James) 
  
= 1.19.16.4 
Screenshot timestamp is logged as file name (not shown). 
196 




Behavioral Dimensions Assessed in the Simulation 
 
 
Planning: work for self and others by setting priorities, managing schedules, aligning 
resources, and monitoring actions. 
Decision Making: Analytical process of identifying and collecting relevant 
information and making sound and logical decisions. 
Influencing Others: Using effective persuasion tactics to change another’s attitude or 
behavior by being charismatic, shaping the conversation, anticipating and managing 
other’s reactions, overcoming resistance, and gaining commitment. 
Communication: Expressing ideas in a stylistically appropriate, clear, and concise 
manner. 
Coaching and Mentoring: Cultivating others’ development and performance through 
feedback, 
guidance, and active listening. 
Interpersonal Sensitivity: Building strong interpersonal relationships with internal 
and external 
customers through empathy, consideration, and caring. 





Description of All Study Variables 
 
 
Description of all study variables: 
Suffix 
 
_INST Number of times the behavior occurs during the simulation 
(regardless of duration) 
_TOTAL_TIME Total time the behavior was displayed during the simulation 
_DISP Indication of behavioral dispersion (Simpson index- ∑(n/N)^2 
Method): Range 0 to 1; 1=No dispersion (all time was 
concentrated in a single instance); 0= complete dispersion (all 
instances were equal in time) 
Variables 
 
OAR Overall Assessment Rating 
PLAN_MEAN Planning and Organizing 
DECISION_MEAN Decision Making 
INFLUENCE_MEAN Influencing Others 
COMMUNICATE_MEAN Communication 
COACH_MEAN Coaching and Mentoring 
INTERPERSONAL_MEAN Interpersonal Sensitivity 
DELEGATE_MEAN Delegation 
GEC_1.13 Document - Care Bear Project Summary 
GEC_1.14 Document - Center for Virtual Medicine 
GEC_1.15 Document - Ibisco Organizational Chart 
GEC_1.16 Document - Memo from Morgan Miller - Prototype Team 
GEC_1.17 Document - Performance Appraisal for Taylor Reynolds 
GEC_1.18 Document - Strategic Plan and Executive Initiatives 
GEC_1.20 Email - Morgan Miller Project Plan Request 
GEC_1.21 Email - Taylor Reynolds Feedback Meeting 
GEC_1.22 Email - Mark Cerny- Team Building 
GEC_1.23 Email - Help With Presentation 
GEC_1.24 Email - Care Bear Complaint (Angry Parent) 
GEC_1.25 Email - Coworker Conflict 
GEC_1.26 Email - Coworker Needs Advice 
GEC_1.27 Email - Meeting with Morgan Miller 
GEC_1.32 Email - Reminder- Taylor Feedback Meeting 
GEC_7.20 Reply - Morgan Miller Project Plan Request 
GEC_7.21 Reply - Taylor Reynolds Feedback Meeting 
GEC_7.22 Reply - Mark Cerny- Team Building 
GEC_7.23 Reply - Help With Presentation 
GEC_7.24 Reply - Care Bear Complaint (Angry Parent) 
GEC_7.25 Reply - Coworker Conflict 
GEC_7.26 Reply - Coworker Needs Advice 
GEC_7.27 Reply - Meeting with Morgan Miller 
GEC_7.32 Reply - Reminder- Taylor Feedback Meeting 
GEC_1.28 Microsoft Word 
GEC_1.19 Creating a new email 
GEC_1.29 Microsoft Excel 
GEC_1.30 Microsoft Powerpoint 
P Context - Project Plan 
M Context - Employee Morale 
199 
T Context - Taylor Feedback 
H Context - Help With Presentation 
A Context - Angry Parent 
C Context - Coworker Conflict 
N Context - Employee Needs Advice 
S Context - System/Neutral (e.g., Inbox, Desktop, document 
folder) 
O Context - Other, not associated with any exercise (e.g., 
Introduction, Thank you) 
U Context - Unsure (i.e., context cannot be determined) 
D Context - Delegate 
PD Context - Project Plan Delegation 
HD Context - Help With Presentation Delegation 
AD Context - Angry Parent Delegation 
CD Context - Coworker Conflict Delegation 
TO Context - Taylor Feedback Related Other 
PO Context - Project Plan Related Other 
UO Context - Unsure Other 
CO Context - Coworker Other 
Z Context - Screenshot Missing 
X Context - Not related to anything, not part of the simulation 
(e.g., checking personal email, visiting webpage) 
E Context - Error 
PREWORK_DOCS All documents available to participants prior to simulation 
ALL_DOCS All documents combined 
NEW_DOCS All documents only available during the simulation 
CUE_EMAIL_TOTAL_TIME Total time spent with all simulation "cue" emails 
CUE_REPLY_TOTAL_TIME Total time spent responding directly to cue emails (i.e., 
participant selects "Reply" and types an email) 
TASKLINK_OTHER Behaviors related to some aspect of a task, but not 
representative of progress on the task (generally these are 
responses to emails from the "administrative assistant") 
TASK_INDEPENDENT_OTHER Behaviors not related to any task, but representative of 
engaging with the simulation 
ALL_DELEGATION_TOTAL_TI
ME 
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425 S 8th St., Apt. 4 
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Mobile:  504.453.1095 




 Ph.D., Industrial & Organizational Psychology (expected) Purdue University 
 M.S., Industrial & Organizational Psychology Purdue University 
 B.S., Psychology Portland State University 
 
SOFTWARE EXPERIENCE 
 Microsoft Office Suite, including Excel (Advanced), Word (Advanced), Outlook (Advanced), 
 Access (Intermediate), and Publisher (Advanced) 
 R (Intermediate) 
 SPSS, including syntax code (Advanced) 
 HLM (Intermediate) 
 LISREL (Intermediate) 
 AMOS (Intermediate) 
 Visual Basic and Excel Scripts (Intermediate) 
 
RELEVANT GRADUATE COURSEWORK 
 • Industrial Psychology • Leadership 
 • Organizational Psychology • Regression/ANOVA 
 • Program Evaluation • Multivariate Statistics 
 • Focus Groups and Interviewing • Structural Equation Modeling 
 • Grant Writing • Classical Test Theory 
 • Multi-level Modeling • Assessment Centers 
 • Research Methods 
 
WORK HISTORY 
Research and Development Intern  Pinsight 
7/2015 – 3/2016 
• Collaborated with the CEO and Pinsight’s international programming team to design new, 
intuitive software to accompany Pinsight’ s assessment products, as well as working directly 
with individual programmers to modify existing software/products 
• Identified, collected, and analyzed internal data for product validation studies using 
regression, factor analysis, structural equation modeling, and other methods when 
appropriate (primarily in SPSS) 
201 
 
• Collaborated with other staff to spearhead the creation of new assessment products, 
including any associated research, design, content creation, testing, assessor training, and 
validation 
• Organized and collaborated with international partners to provide an overview of new 
products, establish international training guidelines, and coordinate the translation of product 
content 
• Designed and managed customer feedback system to provide additional product validity as 
well as capture customer trends to inform additional product development 
• Provided sales support through technical expertise of both Pinsight’s assessment products 
and assessment methods in general 
• Collaborated with other staff to create or modify assessment products, white pages, and 
technical manuals 
 
Project Manager (PI: Deborah Rupp, Ph.D.) Purdue University, Leadership  
1/2015 – 4/2015  Assessment and Development  
  Program 
• Coordinated function of support staff, including any specialized training related to program 
needs 
• Managed all primary project logistics for participants and project staff, including any 
program documentation, notifications, enrollment, and scheduling required for efficient 
operation 
• Managed all onsite activities, including all primary client facing communication during the 
assessment portion of the program 
• Managed all project data collection, organization, and analysis 
 
Independent Consultant (PI: Deborah Rupp, PhD; Purdue University, Quality of  
Ellen Kossek, Ph.D.) Work Life Initiative (QWEI) 
9/2013 – 7/2015 
• Worked to design a survey for nearly 7,000 non-faculty staff at Purdue University to 
determine the current state of the work environment 
• Created two comprehensive reports (initial and follow-up) summarizing initial findings, 
recommendations, and intervention impact for University Administration 
• Managed one of two selected employee interventions (see Leadership Assessment and 
Development Program above) 
• Content analysis of qualitative data collected during the survey 
• Focus group administration, data collection, review, and summarization (including 
recommendations) 
 
Independent Consultant (PI: Deborah Rupp, Ph.D.) The Emirates Group 
4/2012 – 5/2012 
• Reviewed current employment law 
• Reviewed current selection system for compliance with United States law 
• Compiled comprehensive report and recommendations 
 
Independent Consultant (PI: Deborah Rupp, Ph.D.) United Nations 
9/2011 – 2/2012 
• Conducted large-scale audit of current managerial assessment and development programs 





Special Project Consultant CPS HR Consulting 
8/2011 - 5/2015 
 Tasks (as needed): 
• Procedure audit and review for technical reports 
• Developing certification test items by working directly with industry subject matter experts 
(SMEs) 
• Test item/key database management 
• Item review for inconsistencies, content errors, ambiguity, spelling, grammar, etc. 
• Analysis related to test item performance, item selection, and parallel test creation 
• Situational judgement test (SJT) item creation and review 
 Projects Include: 
• State of California Tax Franchise Board: Leadership Competency Training Program, 
Sacramento, CA 
• International Brotherhood of Carpenters – Licensure exam creation, Las Vegas, NV 
• Licensure/SJT Review, Bethesda Lutheran Communities, Watertown, WI 
• SJT Development, Santa Clara University – Certified Equity Professional Institute, Santa 
Clara, CA 
• Development of selection system for Kansas City Police Department, Entry Level Police 
Officers, Kansas City, MO 
• Licensure Examination Review/Development, New York Department of Buildings, New 
York, NY  
 
Introduction to Psychology Course Coordinator Purdue University 
8/2011 – 12/2014 
• Managed and evaluated up to six teaching assistants assigned to the course each semester 
• Managed course website (this particular course is part online/part in class) 
• Created special course text to accompany other course materials 
• Prepared syllabus, course materials, and exams 
• Worked with publisher to redesign particular course elements 
• Responded to any issues, technical or otherwise, experienced by students in the course 
(enrollment was typically around 1,000 students) 
 
Research Lab Coordinator Purdue University 
8/2009 – 12/2014 
• Interviewing and selecting research assistants 
• Research assistant training 
• Maintaining lab equipment 
• Programming and running lab studies, including data management 
• Various other duties assigned by the professor in charge of the lab 
 
Assistant Managing Editor Journal of Management 
(Editor-in-Chief: Talya Bauer, Ph.D.) 
8/2008 – 7/2009 
The mission of the journal is to publish empirical and theoretical articles dealing with any area 
represented within the domain of the Academy of Management including such areas as business 
strategy and policy, entrepreneurship, human resource management, organizational behavior, 
organizational theory, and research methods. The journal is published bi-monthly with review issues 




• Copy edited accepted manuscripts prior to finalization for printing 
• Organized and cataloged incoming manuscripts for publication consideration 
• Reviewed submitted manuscripts for requirements to be reviewed by associate editors 
• Managed deadlines for reviewer comments on manuscripts in consideration 
• Maintained and updated JOM Web site for online journal submissions as well as maintained 
content for the JOM homepage 
 
Developmental Editor Flat World Knowledge (via Talya 
10/2008 – 2/2009 Bauer, Ph.D.) 
Organizational Behavior (Eds: Talya Bauer, Ph.D.; Berrin Erdogan, Ph.D.) 
Principles of Management (Eds: Talya Bauer, Ph.D.; Berrin Erdogan, Ph.D.) 
• Edited text for content, grammar, punctuation, consistency, sentence flow, and general 
formatting 
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• Created graphics to accompany some text 
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Guidry, B.W. (2016). Interpreting Micro-behaviors in Virtual Assessments. Presented as part 
of a seminar at the 31st Annual Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology 
Conference, Anaheim, CA. 
Jagacinski, C.M., Keith, M., & Guidry, B.W. (2016) Procrastination and Rumination. Poster 
presented at the Annual Convention for the Association for Psychological Sciences, 
Chicago, IL. 
Guidry, B.W. (co-chair), Rupp, D.E. (co-chair), Hoffman, B., Jackson, D., Lievens, F., Putka, 
D., & Thornton, G.C. (2015). Assessment Center Redux: There’s No One Best Way. 
Discussion panel presented at the 30th Annual Society for Industrial and Organization 
Psychology Conference, Philadelphia, PA. 
Guidry, B.W. (2014). Embracing the New Norm: Virtual Assessments and Enhanced 
Technology. Presented at Vantage Leadership, Chicago, IL. 
Guidry, B.W. & Rupp, D.E.  (2014). Reevaluating the Decision Making Dimension: 
Disentangling the Role of Cognitive Ability. Seminar presented at the 38th International 
Congress on Assessment Center Methods, Alexandria, VA. 
Guidry, B.W. (2013). Self-regulation at Work. Presented to Cook Biotech Employees as part of 
a semi-annual employee seminar. West Lafayette, IN. 
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Guidry, B.W., Rupp, D.E., & Lanik, M. (2013). Tracing Cognition Within Assessment Centers: 
Using Technology to See in the Dark. Simulations for Personnel Selection. (Eds.) Fetzer, 
M. & Tuzinski, K. Springer.  
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Jagacinski, C.M., Lustenberger, D.E., & Guidry, B.W. (2011). Work Avoidance: Expanding 
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Identifying and Correcting Potential Bias in Job Analysis Ratings, 25th Annual Society 
for Industrial and Organizational Psychology Conference, New Orleans, LA. 
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